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FOREWORD
Thie module is one of a series of 100 perforinance-hased

, teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusieg upon
specific professional competenciet of vocational teacRers. The
competencies upon'which these modules are baped were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the econ ary and post-
secondary levels of instruction The modules ,are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas.

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teigher's performance of the spec-
ified competency. The materills are designed for use,by indi-
vidual or groups of 'teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teachereducators acting as
resource persons Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE 'concer3ts and procedures in using

"thesetnaterials.
The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet,a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use,by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for, the professional - development of voc§-
tional teachers. Further information about the use dff the mod- .
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide tobsing Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide ,to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation. of Performance-Based Teaches
Education.

PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effortby The Center's Progrtm for
ProfeSSional Development for Vocational Education. Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Ceh-

, .,_ter and have made ,contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 univer4ties,,cqlleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the mat is and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and Wnement.

Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended' t9 the following program staff'
James B. Hamilton,' Program Director, Robert E Norton, As-,

sociate Program Director, Glen E. Fardig, Specialist, LoiS Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant: Recdgnition is also extended to Knsty Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials, Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of thesmaterials are also ac-
knowledged. Calvin J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research Itudies upon which these modUles are
based and also directed the curriculum development effprt:
from 1971-1972 Curtis R. Final provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974.

Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The tenter-
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in venous
phases of the total effort. Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri - Columbia. Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University. and Upiversity of Missouri-Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of nunzus
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the co try.

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple UniiteiSitf;
University of Arizona: Universitiof Michigan-Flint; Unive'rsity of X;
Minnesota-Twin Cities; UniversV of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer--
sity of Northern Colorado, Uni rsity,of Pittsburgh, Unwersittft
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University.

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion, Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau pf Occupational and AdUlt Education of the U.S. Office
of Education for their onsorship of training and advanced
testing of the maters at 10 sites under-provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 55 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testm ort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland Colle Temple University, and the University of
Michidan-F1*

Robert E Taylor
Executive,Director
The Center for Vdcational Education

.4

THE CEITER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATE
Sr... Wow.... 1960 R+, Road Ce...1.1 11,. 11210

Q The Center for Vocational Education's m on is to
4increase the ability of diverse agencies, in tutions, and
organizations to solve educational prob ms relating to
individual career plan ding. preparatio and progression
The Center fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge throuo research
Developing educational pr. rams and products
Evaluating individual pro am needs and outcomes
Installing educational pkgrams and products"
Operating informatio systems and services
Conducting.leaders ip development and training-
programs.

A A
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Engineering Cent&

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

The American Assbciation for Vocation414nstcuctional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through betteret-
tormalion and teaching aids
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TRODUCT1ON
IL

1 t / .
The rationa0 for Vocational education rests on

. the premise that theskills contributing to sccess
in an occupation n be identified and used to(
d'evelop' relevant ed tonal experiences. The
learning experiences yvhich are believed to de-

, Mop occupational proficiency must be reviewed
. and rgviged from time to time to meet. changing

occupational requirements. Occupational analysis
has long been used lo), vocational educators to
identify the skills that should be taught in a voca-
tional education Program. Often, a new analysis
results in the identification of unnecessary or ob-
s6lete skills which, should be eliminated from' an
existing program. ;

it is important that we ,continue to identify the
critical knowledge and skills needed if the goal. )

,

.. .

of vocational educatio that of successful em-
ployment in an occupation ited to the needs and
interests of each individual i o be met. Since it
is possible to design a good educ onal program
only When the end results being soug are clearly
stated, the analysis of an occupation is a impor-
tant step in the vocational education plannir and
curriculum development process. This curricu
development process Is depicted in the diagra
on p. 2.

12
Your successful completion of this module will

prepare you for analyzing an occupation. In addi-
tion, you will learn how to organize the results of
the analysis so as to maximize its value in deyelop-
ing an educational program.

O
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
Objectives

While working in actual schdol
Sittiatiok-Coklitdt an, occupational Ycu

isSessed by your rssburce pegserr
e Teacher Performance As,sessment Form, pp.

Experiorme_11).; j.
ablini Objectives: :

fter completing the req0ired . reading, define the
cope of an occupational analysis ,(Learning Experi-

e ce l).

a

4'.

2. Af ercompleting the required reading, prepare an
initial listing of duty and task statements by partially
ana zing a, selected occupation (Learning Expert-

: ence
3. 'After pmpletiog the requireb reading, verify an initial

listing f task and duty statemehts(Learning Experi-
ence II

.4 After co
4, report th

IV).

pleting the required read ing, analyze and
task inventory data (Learning Experience

Resources'
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows. Check with your
resource person'(1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additionalief-
eretis in your occupational- specialty, and (3) to get
as once in setting-up activities with peers or obgerva-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary. Your tesorce
person may also be contacted ifsyoulfiave any diff iaulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time:

Learning Experience I
Optional ,

Reference: Fryklund, VerneV. Occupational Analy-
sis Techniques and Procedures. New York, NY.
Bruce Publishing Company, 1970
Reference. Atrimerman, H. L and F. C. Pratzner
Performance Content Tor Job Training. Volume I:
IntrOduction. Columbus, OH. The Center for Voce-

- tional Education, The Ohio State University, 1977.
?Reference: Ammerman, H.L. Performance Cori4nt
for'Job Training. Volume 2.' Stating the Tasks of the
JoWColumbus, OH. The Center fen. Vocational Edu-
cation, The Ohio State University; 1977.
Reference: U.S..DePartment iof Labor, Bureau of
Employment Security. Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, Volumes I and II, 1965. (NOTE: Updated eoi-
tionS of the DOT are published periodically.)
Reference. U S Department of Labor, BOreau of
Labor Statistics. Occupational Outlook Handbook,
Current EditiOn
Reference: Arnold; ,Walter M et al. 4Eds.). Career
Dpporturlities for Technicians and Specialists Vol-
Ones 1-V. New York, NY. Doutileday & Co , Inc.,
1969-7g.

Reference, Norton, Joseph L. (Ed) ) On the Job. New
York, NY. Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1971.

.
Learning Experience II

Required_
Two or more employers or employees whOm you-

' can interview concerning a selected occupation!
One or more references (e.g , curriculum guides,
existing task inventories) which you can review.

Optionyl
Refererice.cAmmerman, H L Performance Content
for Job Training Volume 2 Stating the Tasks of the
Job. Columbus, OH: The'Center for Vocational Edu-
cation, The Ohio State University, 1977.

Learning Expeijence III
Required

An initial partial listing of task and duty statements'
to usg in verifying the statements
A resource person and/or peer's to review an initial
listing of task and duty statements.
Five workers whom you can contact to vecifyl an
initial listing of task and duty statements. ,

.Optional \
Reference Ammerman, 'H L. Performance Conten\
for Job Training Volume 3 Ipentifying-Nlevant Job
Performance Columbus, OH. The Center for Voca-

nal The Ohio State University, 1977.
/ Reference. Affirrierman, L and D W. Essex Per-

formance Content for Job Training Volume 4..Deriv-
ing Performance Requirements for Training.. Co-
lumbus, OH: The Center for Vocational Education,
The Ohio State University, 1977

Learning Experience IV
Required

4

Sampla.inventory,data to use in, preparing a sum-
mary report

Learning Experience V
Required

An actual sphool situation ih which you can conduct
an occupational analysis.
A resource person to assess your competency in
condugtmg an occupational analysis

This module covers performance element numbers 32 rorn Caivin J
Cotrell et al, Model Curricula. for Vocational and Technical Teacher
Education Report No. V kolumbus, OH The Center for Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements'in this
document form the research base for all The Center's PBTE module
development *
For information about the general organization of each module,general .

t
proceducys for their use, and terminology which is common to all 100
modules, ,see About Using The Center's PBTE.Modules on the inside,
back cotitlf

6,



Learning EXpe nce 1

's '

%NO

Optional
Activity

After completing the requireddeading, define,the sbopaanf an occupational
analysis.

t
Yoy will be readin
pational Analysis, pp. 12.

formation sheet, Defining tice Scope of an ()gnu-

.
--

You may wish to read the suPplementary,references, Fryklund, 0 upa-
tionat Anal)%siis: Techniques and Procedures, pp. 1-4; Ammerma and

'.Pratzner, Performance Content for Job Training, Volume 1: trodu 'on;
and/or Ammerman, Performance cContent forJob ng, 2:

Stating the Tasks &lila Job.
.;

.

You nay sti is meet with a teacher in your occupational specialty who
skilled in c hdrictihg occupational analysestorletermine hqw the scope o
the analy was defined.

de°-
11-

Optional
Activity

4

.

You y wishto read appropriate sections of the Dictionary of °coupe-
.tional itteS,VOlumbs I and II; the Occupational 04flook Handbook; Arnold,
Care r Oppottunits for Technicians and Specialists; and/or Norton, .On .
the otk $

I

You will be defining tile. scope of an occupational analysis by preparing
one or mordocupational descriptions, as apprdpriate. ,

-

1

You will be evalgatihg,yoirr competency in defining the scope of an occu-
pational analysis, using the Scope Definition Checklist, -pp. 13 -14.-

7
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1

Fur information on the purpoSes of terms commonly used -in, and steps
,involved in analyzing an occupation, and how to.define thescope of an
occupational analysis, read' the.following information sheet: . .

.DEFINING THE SCOPE OF
AN OCCUPATIONAL. ANALYSIS

Purposes' of Analyzing an Occupation
An occupational analysis defines a

role; that is, what the worker does ciri
These 'analySes
serve an important

. function in deter-
mining how or-
ganizational ac-

, tivities are con-
ducted and man-
aged, products.
are produced and
distributed, and
services' are pro-
vided for. Usually,
the results of an
occupational
analysis are used
for the following
four related pur-
poses.

S

worker's
the job.

First, this type of information is often giyen to a
prospective worker to explain what he/she is or
will be expected to do on the job. It helps the
worker understand the requirements of the job,
and the Nsponsibilities and functions he or she
will have.

Second, an analysis can serve as a basis for
organizing the job.bunng such an organizational
effort, decisions might be made regarding the se-
quence in which work is to be performed, or which
workers will perform certain tasks. These deci-
sionS are made so that the work can be perfdrmed
efficiently and effectiValy.

Third, educational programs can be developed
using the analysis. Once,specific worker skills are
identified, a sound basis-exists 'for identifying the
types of educational experiences a potential work-
er should be provided in Order to be competent in
those skills. Q:

The fourttipurpose for which analysei are often
used is evaluation. Knowing exactly what is in-
volved in a job or occupation enables one to de-
termine whether an individuaj, is carrying out his/

t her work role. It also proVid es a basis for evaluating

4,

how well an individual in a tiVniri program -is
progressing.

For vocational teachers, the overLidirigptirpose
of conducting an analysis of an occupation is to
'obtain a sound basis for designing, revishig, or
updating a training program. It also helps teachers
evaluate the progress of students toward their Oc-
cupational goals. By using the information se=
cured through an analysis, teachers have a basis
for decision-making.

Terms in Occupational Analyses
Before discussing' the steps involved in analyi-

ing an occupation', you need an understand ing'of
the terms associated with occupational analyses.
They are asf011ows:'

An occupational cluster is a'group of jobs/
occupations that are related on the basis of the
type. of materials and equipment worked upon,
subject matter content needed, or technical con,
cepts involved. For example, textile workers are a
group of individuals who work with textiles. They
form an occupational cluster. 4

A job/occupation is a collection of duties and
tasks constituting the total work -assignment of a
single group of workers performing essentially the
same type of work and/or having the same job title.
For example, an alteration specialist is a specific
type of textile worker whose job consists of 4Iter-
ing clothing.

A duty is an arbitrary division of a job (or of an
qccupational,area) into related tasks for descrip-
tiv'e purposes. Duties are/usually stated as a-len-
eral area of responsibility, with action words end-
ing in "ing." For example, a specific duty of an
alteration specialist may be altering men's cloth-
ing.

(A task is a meaningful unit of work activity gen-
erally performed_on tile job by one worker within a
Iiinited period of time. This task is logical and
necessary to ackieving a single objective or out-.
put...For ektarriple, when altering men's clothing,
the alteration specialist may be gOen the specific
task of tapering the legs of a pair of men's slacks.

8



step or element is an action, operatiob, or
activity which is a logical segment of a task and,
when completed, advances the work For example,
one of the important steps involved in tapering the
legs of a pair of slacks may be to rept-ace the cuffs.

The rel-ationship pf these occupational terms,
along with supporting examples, is shown in fid---
ure 01. In addition to peit familiar with them, you
also need_ an understanding of the definitions of-
the folloMing analysis terms

An, analysis is an orderly proCess for deter-
riVning the makeup of a whold by dividing it
in t.- its essential,parts .

An occupational anatcsis/job analysis is the
systematic identification,, usual! for instruc-'

' tional purposes, of the essenti I tasks which
woiliers are required. to perform n the Job.
Such an'analysis may also ibclu,de working
conditions, technical knowledge required,
and worker qualifications
A task analysis is the systematic examination
of a task and the identification of the steps,
operations, or elements the task

Steps in Analyzing atiupation
Y'ou need an understanding of the 'previous

FIGURE 1

terms before you prepare to gna4se an occupa-
tion. After attaining this understanding, you will
need-to accomplish the following steps in con-
ducting an occupational analysis

1. Define the scope or breadth of the analy-
sis.That is, deterMine whether it is for one
specific occupation or for an occupational
cluster.
Prepare a

4,n.initial listing of analysis compo-
nents (duties and tasks).That is, develop a
list of statements describing worker. .duties
and tasks in each' occupation involved.

3. Verify initial listing, of analysis compo-
nents. That is, confirm that the statements
actually describe the work performed in the
occupation(s)°being considered.

4. Compile-a final listing of the analysis com-
ponents.That is, gather .together state-
ments which have been confirmed as de-
scribirig tfie occupation().

Each of these steps is depicted in Figure 2 The
first step, Mal, of deciding on the scope of the
analysis, will bediscussed in this learning experi-
ence. A detailed diScussion of the subsequent
steps will be presented 'in later learning experi-

'ences'

..F,ELATIONSHIP OF OCCUPATION:4 TERMS,
WITH EXAMPLES

L

F.

Task

step or
Element

Terms Examples

Occupational
Cluster,

Jo
Occupation

Duty

limm

.

Textile
',Worker

Alteration
Specialist

4

Altering
Men's Clothing

'k

Olt

Taper.ing Trouser Legs'

Replacing Cuffs

.4

dr`

r

/



FIGURE 2

Define

Scope.

Prepare Verify

,Initial

'Listing

Compile

Final

Listing

tl

Initial

Listing

r

Defining theScope of the Analysis
she first step in analyzing an occupation is to

decide on the breadth or scope of the analysis.
Determining this scope will affect how the analysis
inventory (i.e., list of statements describing worker'
performance)
will be con-
structed and
administered.
If analysis
statements
are kept
quite .
specific and
Occupations'1,
are clustered'
too broadly,
there will be
a large
number of
statements
in the inventory and the analysis will be cumber-
some. the statements of work activity are too
general, the volume of associated work will be
reduced, but the inventory results will probably be
less useful.

e

Because of the potential difficulties which might
arise from eith'er situation, it is recommended that
analyses be designed between the two previously
mentioned. extremes. For example, constructing
an analysis of the occupational cluster of .secre-,
tary to use as a 'basis for planning a program to
pjeparelegal secretaries would not be useful be- -
cause it would be too general. The statements of
work activity in thp inventory would not be specific
enough to give students the special skills they
need to become legal secretaries (e:g., knowledge
of legal terminology).

Your program -for training legal, secretaries
would need to be based on an analysis of the job of

T

legal secretary. However, when preparing state-
ments of Work activity fcg- the specific job of legal
secretary, you mustbecareful not to bog down the
analysis with too specific statements (e g... ability
to pronounce legal terminology).

An additional factor which shouldbe considered
in deciding how broad an analysiS to make relates'
to the breadth of preparation.a student needs to be
employable. If a program is directed only toward a
specific occupation, what happens to graduates if
there are no immediate vacancies, if they are iinr
employed for long periods of -time, or if that job
becomes.obsolete? If they are able to enter an.
occupation.other than the one for which they were
prepared, will they be productive, and will they be
able to hold on to their positions?

As with the previous concern about the spec-
ificity of the 4nalysis statements, this concern can
be avoided by conducting an analysis for gcluster
of related occupationsoccupations ti-fat hale
more or less similar skill and knowledge entry-level
requirements. This would make the program more
.comprehensive and provide individuals leaving
the program with more options for becoming em-
ployed.

fr
When updating an analysis for an existing voca-

tional program; You would normally analyze the
same occupations

you.
the vocational program

was based on. The scope of an existing program
analysis might, however, be enlarged if the en,
rollment was low because the otclipational Area
was too narrowly defined, or reduced if the iin-
rollment was high and the occupational area very
broadly defined.

(There could be a third concern in planning the
breadth of the analysis. The occupation(s) you
choose to deal with in the analysis might depend
on whether you are trying to update an existing
program or design a new program.
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Therefore, the three concerns you should be
addressing phen determining the scope of the
aria -s-are--

What is the nature of the.work activity state-
ments-you. will be dealing witl?
Are students employable after leaving the
program?
What is"the Present status of the program?

While all these concerns are important and should
be considered, the employability of students leav-
ingthe program is by far the mo't important

Using community survey and other inputs.-
Many questions that you will need to'have an-
swered before Conducting the analysis can be an-
swered by reviewing community survey data and
talking with members of the community. They can
also be answered by examining employment pro-
jections from state and federal employment of-
fices, and from local business and industry.

After answering the questions you have, it
should be.a relatively simple matter to identify an
occupation or occupational cluster for which em-
ployees should be prepared, and in which there is
potential .student interest. Some of the questions
you will need answers to are as follows

In what occupations or, occupational area(s)
dp empitItyment opportunities exist? Will
these opportunities exist two, three, four, or
five years later? If not, what other occupations
or o cuOational areas offer more employment
potr #ntial during the nest five years?
Are qualified students interested in preparing
to work in thg identified occupations or occu-
pational areas-1
Are the rewards offered in these occupations
or occupational area's of sufficient magnitude
to hold an individual who has beenprepared?
Is a formal educational program really neces-
sary for preparing workers for any of the oc-
cupations or occupational areas?
Will employers hire individuals who have
completed a formal program?

F

-

If an occupational cluster is identified as need-
ing to be analyzed, each of the occupations in-
cluded.in the cluster need to be identified For
example, Borcher* and Leiter identified their au-
tomotive mechanics cluster as including the fol-
lowing occupations (1) mechanic, (2) mechanic's
helper or apprentice, (3) service, manager, (4) set':
vice writer.or advisor, and (5) garage owner (usu-
ally only in the case of the independent garage) '

Using the data you have collected, together with
input from your advisory committee, you should be
able to identify the involved occupations in your
occupational cluster, The Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles or the Occupational Outlook Hand-
book may prove valuable in identifying and de,.
Scribing related-occupations (see p. 12).

Developing the job descriptions.Once the
occupatibn or occupations are identified, you
should proceed with defining the scope of the
analysis by developing occupational or ,lob de-
scrIPtions for each occupation spec /fled Although
such descriptions vary widely in content, the fol-
lowing informotion should be included in your
analysis.

°What is the Occupational title(s)9
What is the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
code number, if available? .

WhAt does the Tridiyidual do? ,

What must the individual know (general areas
of knowledge only)?
Where does the individual work, and under
whose-supervis,jon?

; What are the physical requirements?
What are some of the more common tools and
equipment used on the JOh9

What future occupational changes are, ex-
pec.ted1
What related occupations exist which require
more or less preparation?
What licensing requirements exist, if any?

Two sample description s, which have been used
in Connection with analysis procedures, are shown.in

Samples '1 and 2

The preparation of these occupational descrip-
tions will play on importipt role In a.,y analysis
effort as they help to define the scope of the
analysis to be performed This is especially impor-
tant in communicating to others exadIly what is
being undertaken.

lh preparing these descriptions, there are many

1 Sidney 0 Borcher and Paul B Leiter, Automotive Mechanics Occupa-
Nona; Performance Survey, Interim Report (Columbus, OH The Center
for VocatioW Education, The Ohio State University, 1973) p 3

19i
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sources of data from which you can get the,neces-
sary information. Your.own personal knowled4e of
an occupation might result in your being a primary
source of such information. However, a broader,
range of sources'should usually be used Workers
and employers can provide you with the anshers
to many questions about their-occupations.-Mem-

.
bers of your advisory committee may also be able
to provide you with useful informatiqn. In addition,

'many published- sources- are available that cle-
f scribe. occupations. The Dictionary of Occupli:

tional Titles, the Occupational Outlook Hendbbok,
-Career Opportunities, and,On the Job.are some of
the more readily available ones (seep. 12).

Previously developed occupational description
are also often available in curriculum guides or
other educational literature related to preparing an
individual for employment. These, often' will need
to be revised and updated, however. Sometimes
employers can' provide detailed job descriptions
which they have,developed for,use in their own
operations.

Preparing for the analysis. To- prepare your-
self for conducting the analysis, you should be

SAMPLE 1 ".

JOB DESCRIPTION

sure you are familiar with the language and
characteristics of the occupations t'o'te studied.
Information for the-serp-urposes may- be obtained
from--:-. .

,books, periodicals, Wand other literature on
technical, or related subjects available in li-
braries
catal.ogues; organizatibnal and flow charts,
andprocess descnptionsalready repafed:by_
bbsiness or industry ,

technital literature on.industrial prowsses,
and job.,descriptiont. prepared by trade a's'
sociations, trade unions, and professional
Societies
pamphlets, books, and job description.; pre-
pared b9 federal, state-and municipal gpv-
erriment departments which have interests in,
the indOstry or occupational area

. )
By planhing in advance for.the analysis, you will

be at to talk to management, supervisors, and
workers in a language common to all. This back-
ground information Oita's° help you observeand,._
evaluate job tasks and professes objectively with-
'out loss of time: ,

Occupational Cluster:, Altera tion Specialist
. .

#
. Occupations: Seamsfreds (DOT Code No. 782.884) . .

.
,

.

#.,

- - .
. .-

-.
Alteration Tailor (DOT Code No. 785.28

.
V ,...

, .- , a ", 4

.. tn the textile service industry, the bulk of the repair and/oraiteration of Clothing wIH tie ha by
two traind and sidled individuals. Their job titles are dressmaker (seamstress) anti Pti Man

7 (alteration tailor). The head, of the department will -usually take.`care_of any customer fitting
problems. The dresdmaker who does alteration work performs a wide varietypf sewingoperatiolts,
such as.`heryirhing coats and dresses,' removing an replacing 'zippers, resewing seams, and,

_ performing 9thec minor alteratidns. - - - - ,_ , .1/4*--, - .
, - .t - . .. .

;The bushelnian (alteration tailor) Will, as,a rule, worts on the he ter fabrics and garnients, such as
trousers, suit coats, top coats, and rainwear: The byshelmari will' erform such tasks as
;or slurtenrng sleeved, &ouser cuffs, coat and-skirt hems. He /she win also alter, waisiliandstfrOP.-,
trousers, slacks, and skirts. The head bushelman or dressmaket will handlegarments that come
under the heading of plant damage drA _. .

have a major sawing problem. 4- . _
. ., . .

Responsibilities of the head dressmaker or bushelman mEiralso Include the supervision of sewing t

room operations and rnaintenarfe of various records. .. . IN
V .

' 0 . .

2. ,,E1a4e Buerkel and Joseph H Rehling:A/teration Speciellist Occupational Itnalysis'(Columbus. OH Instructional Materials Laboratory, Trade and
,Induttnal Education. The Ohio State Univers0 1974) p 11 - " . .

.. . / -.

.12
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SAMPLE 2

JOB DESCRIPTION .

r

Citcupation:' Ranch Laborer3 (DOT Code No. 413:887)

ibipates in branding, dehoning, and castrating, Herds animals ttipens and. pastures. Applies
pres ribed medications. Digs past hOles by hand, repairs fences and buildings using hand tools,
pulls eds by hand, removes trash and dirt from watering places. Mixes feed by hand. May'ride
horse ack to assist in hercing. Does not operate mobile dr stationary power-driven equipment.

c;)

3 Lee R Gobbo, Competencies Needed for Employment in Beef Production Enterprises (unpublished master s thesis, Colorado State University,

1975). p 142

Using the- DACUM approach to competericy.
identification.4 ---It should be mentioned at this
time that, while the previously discussed approach-
to Identifyltrg job tasks is the most commonly
used, there are other approaches. which-are
gradually emerging. The DACUM technique, for
example, is a relatively new approach which IS now
being used at some post-secondary institutions as
a basis for program planning.

DACUM (Developing A Curriculum) was-created
'irrtile late 1960's by the ,ExQerimental Projects

Branch, Canada Department of Regional ttonorn:
is Expansion, and the General Leare"ning Coopera-
tion of New York. It has proven to be a very effective
approach for quickly deriving, at a relatively low
cost, the competencies or tasks that must be per-

m.. formed by persons employed in a given position or
occupational area. 1

DACUM, which utilizes small-group brainstorm-
ting techniques, is a process which results in a skill
profile for a-particular job or occupational area.

, DACUM is primarily concerned with the what of a
curriculum, rather than the how. It is, in fact, a form
of an analysis of the occupation rather than a cur-
riculum evolving from an analysis

-

4 Materiaadapted from William E Sinnett. The Ape ',canon of DACUM
in Re ?raining 'and Post-Secondary Curriculum Development (Toronto,

, Ontario Humber College of Applied Arts and Technology, Lakeshore
Campus, 19Z4)

ti

It is graphic in nature,'presenting definitions of
an entire occupation on a shegt Of paper This
tends to prevent treatment of any element of the
occupation in isolation and, conversely, tends to
promote treatment of each eigiment as part of a
larger whole General areas of competence- re-
quired In the occupation are defined and each is
subdivided into those individual skills (tasks) that
collectively enable an indivickual to perform corn-,
petently withiji that general area. These skills are
defined quite simply and are structured indepen-
dently in small blocks on thechart. Each can serve
as an independent goal for learning.achievement.

A carefully chosen group of about 10-12 experts
in the occupational area form the DACUM commit-
tee andwork for three days to develop the DACUM
chart. Committee members are recrined directly
from business, industry', or the professions, and do
not include vocational educators. A DACUM com-
mittee is carefully guided through each of the fol-
lowing steps.

1. Provide a general introduction and orienta-
tionton .

2. Review a description of the specific job or
occupational area.

3. Identify the general areas of competence.

4. Identify the specific skills for each of the gen-
eral areas of competence

5. Review and refine the skill statements

6.. Sequence the 'Skill statements.

7. Establish levels of competenc for each skill
in terms,of difficulty, frequenc , and general
impoftance.

8. Structure the Competency profile chart into a
final fcirm.

13.



Once completed, the DACUM chart serves as a teacher with the advice of the occupa" tionA advi-,
basislor the content structure of the instructional sory committee.
materials that are developed by the vocational

1

( Optional
Activity

111110-

k

Optional
kActivity

I Optional

-.V Activity

.%110

o

For further iniormation about The purposes of, and rationaand tech-
niques for, Conducting an-occupational analysis, you may h to read
Fryklurld, Occupational Analysis: Techniques and Procedure, pp. 1-4;
Ammerman and Pratzner, Performance Content for Job Train , Volume 1:
Introauction; and/or Ammerman, Performance Content for b Training,.
'Volume 2: Stating the Tasks of the Job.

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to meet with a
teacher in your occupational specialty who is skilled in pi=eparing for an
occupational analysis. During this meeting, you may wish to discuss how
he/she defines the scope of an occupational analysis, and to obtain a copy
of a recently conducted occupational analysis for your review.

For infOrmatiori you will need when conducting an occupational analysis,
you may wish to read appropriate sections of references which describe
occupations such as-the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Volumes I and
II; the Occupational Outlook Handbook; Arnold, Career Opportunities for
Technicians and Specialists; and/or Norton, On the Job.

7

.
Select an occupation or occupational cluster in your vocational service
area and define the scope of a proposed occupational,analysis for your
community. This will include
* identifying as many of the jobs commonly found within the occupa-

tjonal area as possible
Al developing brief, but comprehensive, written descriptions for at least

two of the jobs
by "reviewing available community survey data, securing basic em-
ployment opportunities data for th'e two selected jobs to help further
define the scope of the analysis
interviewing two or more employers in the occupational area selected

After you have defined the scope of work for an occupational analysis, use
the Scope Definition Checklist, pp. 13-14, to evaluate your work.

12
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SCOPE DEFINITION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that "a"
each of the following performance components,was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir- Date

cumstances, a performance component Was notapplicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

t;
kIr ee 44

1. An occupation or 'bccupational cluster was selected for analysis
considering the following:
a..communityemployment needs El CI.

. b. resources available to :use in planning and conducting the'
analysis 0 E1:

'2. For the selected occupation or Occupational cluster, data indrcate .

that;
a. employment opportunities will exist at the time the students corn-

plete'their preparation El 0-El 1:1

`b. rewards of such yvdrk are sufficient to hold prepared individuals E] El. , .

c. a formal educational program is necessary fortpreparing workerp
*

ry El P Eil El
d. employers will hire, individuals who have completed an educe-

,
tional pri>gram , El, El El

C.
Ian occupat4onal cluster was selected, the occupations within that
cluster were identified Lir] cf

4. An occupational descriptidn has be prepfi N ca 7e c 1 k;Ir at least two of the

jobs involved and each includes the following types of information:

a. occupational title(s) ,
,

b. Dictionary of Occupational Titles' code number El. El.,
.

c. what the individual does 0
d. what the individual must know (general -areas of knoWledge) .. , U)

e. where the individual works, and Under whose supervision El II
f. what the physical requirements are El- 1:1

g. what some of ttie more common tools and equipment used on the
job are

O
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M

la

,
5. ip developing the occupational descriptions, the following'sOu tes

tilof data were consulted: .

a. Dictionary of Occupational Titles .0. El__.
b. Occupational Outlook Handbook LLD

c. manpower survey data fdr community J e
El 40-

41)
Qtr .. .

1.,

CEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items Must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Defining the.Scope of an Occupational
Analysis, pp 6-12, revise your definition accordingly, or Check with you rfesource person if necessary.,

k
te
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Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW

.Aftet completing the required,Oading, prepare an. initial listing of duty and,
'task. statements by partially ahalyzing &selected occupation.

.1r1

< . . . .
. -

You will be reading the information sheet, Preparing an Initial Listing of
,Puty and Task Statements, pp. 18-28,

Yoli may wish to read the supplementary reference, Ammerman, Perfor-
mance Content for Job Training, Volurne 2: Stating pa Tasks of the Job.

. .\ 1%.

J.

. You will be preparing an initial listing of task Eind-Oy statements for a
specific occupation. .

At

`Ns
4.

You'will

C

be,evatUating your competency-II-rpm:4ring an initial listing o
duty and task statements, using the Initial ListingChecklist, pp, 27-28.

=4. ,

se.

. 7
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For information concerning the preparation of an initial listing of duty and
task statements, read the following information sheet:

PREPARING AN !NIT*, LISTNG OF 1) TY:AND
STATEMENTS 5

Locating Sources

fis

After you have defined the scope of your analy-
sis, your next step'is to prepare an-initial listing or
inventory of the duties and tasks of the occupation.
This is an initial, and fairly rough list -=one that you
will revise and refine in the course of your analysis,
In constructing such a listing,-seek input and in-
formation from employers, employees, adVisory
committee members, interested individual mem-
bers of employer and employee organ' tions, and
relevant printed materials. This infor .tion, corn=
bindd with yo r own knoWledge oft cupation,
should provide you with a reasorfa ly complete
list. ,

. .

Arpong the printed Materials you should con-
sider is Resources In Vocational Education (Co-

: lumbus, OH; The Center for Vocational Educetiorr,-
The Ohio State University), 6Aateriasannounced in
Resources irVocational Edbbation include in-
structional materials such as those developed by
local school districts, state departMents of edu-
cation, curriculum deselopment laboratories, and
indudtrial organizatiots. Research materials de-._
veloped by research projects supported by the U0S.
Office of Education, National Institute of Educa-
tion, Department of Labor, Office of Economic Op-
poctunity, private foundations, and other organjia-
tibns are Olso included.

There are Many previously constructed inven-
tones and analyses available which you should
review when preparing your initial listing. Fpr ex-
ample, The Center for Vocational Eikucation at
The Ohio State University has constructed some
inventories, and these are available through the
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
system. These and °Vier tasks lists can be located
through Resdurces in Vocational. Education.

In addition, The Center has published three vol-
umes entitled Directory ofTaskinventorles. Each

-4

5, Much of this material was adapted from William H 1VIelching and
Sidney 0 Borcher. Proc6dures'for Constructing and Using Task lnven-
torles,(Columbus. OH: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio
State University, 1973). .

\..

,directory contains information compiled from a
revier-of documents from state educational and
emAyment service agencies, occupational cur-
riculum labs and research coordinating units,
branches of The armed forces, selected private re-
search and develOpment agencies, and other or-
ganizations.

At the time,.of this writing, the Instructional Ma-
terials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial Educa-
tion, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,
has released -analyses for seventy-one occupa-
tions. It is expected that this numberWill increase
by/en each year. Thee publications are available
by job titleforellominal fee from the la§oratory.

(The Vocational-Technical Education Consor-
tlumt.of Stated (V-TECS), a consortium of 16 states,
has joined together to conduct occupational (task)
analyses of many occupational areas. Task state-
ments ate compiled and used to develop, cata-
logues of performance objectives and criterion-
referenced evaluation measures which, at the
preset time, are shared among consortium mem-
bers only. As of this writing, V-TECS has produced
catalogues of objectives and criterion-referenced
measures for 33 occupations. If you live in oneof
the following states which are V-TECS members,
abu may wish to obtain a copy of the catalogues
:from your state department of education: Ala-
bama, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Ktn-
tucky, Louisiana,, Maryland, Michigan, Mississip-
pi, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vir-
ginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. In addition,
the U.S. Air Force Training Command and the U.S.
Naval Training COmmand are members.

Many other organizations have been involved in
the development of inventories or analyses. You
should identify these organizations and ask tp
examine sources of relevant information to deter-
mine if anything of value is available to you. If your
state has an individUal responsible for vocational
education curriculum materials development, you
may wish to discuss your needs with him/her.

Inaddition, there are many curriculum pubitca-
4

ry
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tions such as guides, outline% courses of study,
and objectives lists which you may find helpful
when preparing your listing. Many curriculum pub-
lications contain some type of analysis informa-
tion. While they. vary in detail and completeness,
they can serve as useful sources of statements or
as information from which statements might be
developed.

Modern texts can also furnish you with ideas for
your task list. Chapter or section headings, topic
statements, and instructional content can be used
to generate items for the list. You can also use the
texts to double-check the completeness of lists
you may already have It should be mentioned that
the acquisition of reference materials should start
well in advance of the actual construction of the
initial inventory. This will allow you someime be-
tween the location and receipt of spme materials

Observing, interviewing, or infPrrhally convers-
ing with selected workers on-the j b are effective
means of establishing the. initial ling. Though an

Developing an Inventory

initial listing can be prepared in this manner, it is
probably more efficient to prepare the original list-
mg using other tech niqueg, and then to verify,the
listing using the observation or interview tech-
nique The following are suggested steps to follow
in developing the initial listing (or inventory) of
task and duty statements.

1. Determine the duty categories.
2. Prepare task statements
3 Organize the tasks and statements into.a pre-

liminary inventory.
4 Ask people from the occupational area to re-

view the preliminary inventory.
5. Revise the inventory based on information

received during the review
6 Pilot test the inventory. ;

7. Verify the inventory using incumbent work -
ers.

(Step seven'will be discussed in, Learning Experi-
ence Ill.)

As not"ed earlier, the number of statements in an
inventory or listing is largely dependent on the
scope of the occupation or occupational area for
Which information is to be sgught It is generally
recommended that ones int rest be focused on a'

ster of
closely re-
lated jobs.
This means.
that the in-
ventory will
usually in-
clude several ,

occupations,
all requiring

\\___saitimilar skills
d knowl-

,c-_-:-... )
--7---'

.,
C

CON ST RUC7 KDN
CLuSTER

edge.

The Oven-
tory also
should be
designed to
cover all levels of a plOcular career or promotion
ladder. However, in cases where there is a large
cluster of management positions, it may be best fo
develop separate inventories, one for the man-
agement positions and -one for skilled workers , ments that reflect supervisory activities (e g ,

supervising, organizing, planning, al irectmg, im-
plementing,. traininginspecting, air evaluating)
and statements that reflect work performance ac-
tivities (e.g,, performing, maintaining, trouble-
shooting, repairing, removing and replacing, ad-

analyzed. Complex occupations will obviously re-
quire more task statements than simpler ones
Certainly all task statements, regardless of the
number, which ifave -direct imOlications for in-
struction should .be listed when the analysis is
being made for curriculum development pur-
poses,

Since you will be testing this inventory at a later
date by asking workers to respond to tasks on a
voluntary basis, length, should also be roughly de-
termined by the number of tasks these people can
reasonably be expected to react to in a limited
amount of time Unless you can pay them, you.
cannot expect workers to spend over and hour of
their time completing an inventory

Duty -Statements
before assembling task statements .for the in-

ventory; tentative duty categories must be estab:
lished under which the task statements pill be
grouped You will recall that a duty is an arbitrary
division of a lob (or occupational area) consisting
of related tasks that are grouped for descriptive
purposes. There are generally twp types of duty
statements in an inyedtory. These are duty state-

f

It is recommended, for practical reasons, that an
invent° rystrould generally contain at least200, but
not more than MOO, task statements The ultimate
determiner of the number' of task statements
should be the complexity of the occupation being

1

1t J
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I

justing, and installing). An "object" (item acted
upon) is used with these action words to further
specify the duties, e.g., repairing transmissions.
The "object" is always either data, people, or
things.

Other duty headings will be suggested by head-
/ ings from analyses, organizational charts, text-

bdoks, and curriculum guides. A worker in a par-
ticular job might perform a Dumber of related tasks
which logically can be grouped together, and an
appropriate duty heading can be written to cover
those tasks.

If few task statements (i.e., ten or less) are found
,for a particular duty category, tasks under related
duties might be combined. Examples of such
combinations are "-prgariciing and plannifig," "di-
recting and implementing," and "inspecting and
evaluating." Thus, more than.one action word may
be used to designate a single duty category.\Ex-
envies of typital duty statements are listed in
Sample 3.

Task-Stateme trams

Several important ues arise in connection
wit the preparation 91 task statements. One issue
is, how specific should the task statements be? It is
clear that they must specific- enough to give
vocational teachers trib information they need to
be able to,develop effective and efficient courses of
instruction. If they are- to specific, they can be-

come cumbersome and result in more detailed
Information 4bout workers' performance than can
be incorporated in an educational program. If they
are too general, information about important
activities may be lost, communication among
analysts and curriculum designers may be re-
duced, and general conclusions may be reached
that provide no effective guidance.

iWhile it is possible to distingOish tietween the
what and how aspects of work activities, it is
doubtful whether task statements should contain
both elements. Following are examples to illus
trate the Point,

What

Calculate the cost of a
shipment of supplies.
Estimate the stress on
a beam in a structure
(building) or (piece of
equipment).

How

Use a fully automatic
desk calculator. .

Use thell3PM 650 aim-
puter

While statements containing both elements can
provide more information than statements .con:
taining only one element, using manji'dombine-
tions of what's and how's can easily lead to an
inventory of unmanageable length. It is better,
therefore, to make separate statements.

A similar problem exists if one focuses Only on a
specific example of an activity. For example, a
statement such' aS"Calculate the profit margin on
shoes" focuses on performing this activity only in
relation to shoes. Yef,,the calculation of a profit
margin is the same process, whether-for use with
shoes, eggs, or for some other item. In other
words, the/real activity - (calculate, prof it margin)
may be performed for a variety of purposes.

Sometimes, such a statement identifies two
completely different processes (e.g., check tires
for proper inflation, check tires for tread weary 'In
this case, two separate statements would be pre-
ferred.

Q



SAMPLE 3

DUTY STATEMENTS

I.

I

Automotive Mechanics Task Inventory

B.

C.

D.

E.

!Organizing and Planning
Supervising--
Evalitating and Inspecting
Training
Performing 'Maintenance Control Fu
tions
Performing Engine Overhaul Activit
Maintaining and Repairing Power Trai
Maintaining and Repairing Adto atic
Transmissions ).

I. Maintaining and Repairing Electrical Sys-
tems ,r-

J. Maintkining and Repairing Fuel Systems
K. Maintaining and Repairing Cooling Sys-

'tams
Maintaining and Repairing Standard and
Power Steering Units ''

_ M. Maintaining and Repairing Braking Sys-
tems

N. Maintarang and Repairing Front Ends
0. Maintaining and Repairing .AutomobileAir

Conditioners
P. Mairitainin§ and Repairing Automobile

Heaters ,

Q. Lubricattt and Maintaining.
or °

11.*Busi ss Data PrOcassing Task krientory

A. Supervising Data.Spices Functions`
' B. Supervising ManaOment Analysis

G. Super/ising ,,Autornatic Data Processing
- , . Equipment Operations

c-

DevelpOing a task inventory An which all state-
metits dm equal in specificity is desirable, but usu-

. ally impossible. The level of specificity one needs
in a goVen situation should be the deciding cnter-

A

D.

E.

Supervising Programming
Supervising Data bysterns-Analysis and'
Design

F. Performing Data Processing Functions
G. Performirt Management Analysis Func-

tions .

H, Gfperating Automatic
- Equipment\

I. Performing Systems Programmin
J. Performing ,cientific Programmin
K. Programming Computers .

Performing Feasibility Studies (Pilo Proj-
ects)

M. Designing Dataitystems

Data Pi'ocessing

III.Sicretarial Science Tisk Inventory .

A. Organiz.ingfrid.planhing .

B. Supervising and Implementing . . -

C. Coordinating and Performing Personal Ad-
tivities for Enipfoyer

D. Inspecting and Evaldating r-
E.

F.

G.

H.

J.
K.

L.

Training
Performing Stenographic Activitie
Performing Bookkeeping and, Ac ting
Activities
preparing Forms and Publications
Performing PeceOtionist
Perf9rming,Clerical Activities
Maintaining Files and Library
Performing Mailroom Activities

ion. There is probably no-,one ideal level of spec-
ificity. Exaltiples of task statements from a sec-
retarial science taskinventory are shown' in Sam-
ple 4.

4
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SAMPLE 4

TATEM NTS
r`sk," .")

4.

ialISTARIAL SCIENCE TASK INVENTORYs.

SI

0

a.

,oV

, , -,-.,-. . . -

't P -

.

..

' .,

-

CHECK TIME SPENT

4

Yo

If

Done
.

. ' .
.

i.. Very-Much
. Below Average

2. Below Average
3. Slightly Below

Average
4. About Average
5. Slightly Above

Average
6. Above Average
7. Very Much-

Above Average

t--- ti 4 t ."4 , .
... .... - p. , -

.

.
, - . .i 4 ,

.s.'-. . 04 - ,
. . ,4

a
,

..
, ,. . , ... .

. , " ,
* . . .1. . `,..

G. PERFORMING BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING ACTIVITIES
,

1. Act as cashier or teller: , -
. , ..

,.

...
4

2. Administer imprest or, petty cash funds
-

. .

3. Administer small purchases suctras creliit card Charges
and blanket purchase a reeinents :. -

. .. .

4., Age the accounts receivable _ .

- ,
5. Approve bills of any kind-:' .... ...-

... _

,

. .
. .

..,

6. Approve customers' checkt,'charge purchases,'etc:,.
,.._..

., . , 4.... :.
7. 'Approve monthly gtoup insurance' bilp , ,

.

t- . , . .
Arrange for insurance policies ,7, ..1, ,

_
4.

.
.

. .

9. AsCertain availability ot funds . . . - ,
'.' . . 4. , .

.

,::.
4

.10, Calculate deductioni (Income Tax, FIC4, Insigancetc.) ,.. .
.. .... . 4

.
11. Check bills and/or invgicizis ,` .

. ,... 4. .

.
J .

-
C

.
la Check. money orders and checks, as to amount,

dates, signatures
, , . .

. .

1. Check on supplies'(fbr reorder purpbses)
.

-0

.
( ,

.

-i,-,
. - _.

, .14.1tIose ledger acbourts.
, . \.... v. .

i
'.; A

,,, ,

/
1.

' l', , '
6 Adapted from Sidney D Borcher and John Joyner, Seoetinal Science,Occupetionel Performe,,Survey, Interim Report igo I u m bus, OH
The Center for Vocational Educathon, The Ohio State University, 1973), pp 43 and 50-55.
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15. Control-the safekeeping of monies, bonds, or sealed bids ----.
.

W

16; Compose business reports of, any kind -4, .

._17. Compute amount and perceWof markup4Qr loss .
,

I

.

. . .,
.. -18. CoMpute depreciation ...

n

,
,

-- --
19. Compute dividends _

, .

.
.

.

20Compute interest charges .

.
21. Compute payrolls for employees

. .

.
) r

22. Compute property taxes ,.,
(

,..

A.- .

23. Co pute income taxes.
.

-

A final problem is the need for grammatical con-
sistency. A straightforward verb-object construc-
tion (repair feet-pumps)sis recommended. Elimi-
nate modifying phrases as much as possible, un-
less the modifying phrase has direct implications

4 for curriculum (e.g , check fuel system for cleanli-
ness).

As a further expression of this consistency, as
much as possible, one should 1.ise only a single
verb in each statement Thus, statements contain-
ing multiple verbs such as "remove and replace,"
"type and probfread," "inspect and repair," etc ,
are generally rejected even though the worker
might regard the two actions as part of the same
task. You should make your own decision in this
matter, using multiple verbs where you feel they
are justified.

. ,
General Guidelines for Task Statements

Seyeral considerations should be kept in_mind
When constructing, reviewing, and editing task
statements. Here are some of the most helpful.

Consider the purposes to be served by the task
inventory. Each task statement should be writ-
ten in the context of the uses to be made of the

rmation derived from it. In general, the state-
nt should serve or4or more of the following

oses.
The task statement should elicit responses
that differentiate between workers in different
job types within the occupational area
The task statement should elicit responses

A

br

-that differentiate between manager and su-
pervisors, supervisors and foremen, and
foremen and workers.

Consider th'e worker r sponding to the task
statements.In conside ng the worker who re-
sponds to the job invent ry, each task statement
should conform with the following ground

The task statementrmusttie clear so that it is
easily understood by the worker.
The task statement gyst be stated using ter-
minology,thaW consistent with current usage
in the, occupational area
The talk statement should be brief to save

.reading time of the worker.
The use of abbreviations should be avoided, if
possible, since they may not be understood
throughout the occupational area. Where
they must be used, it is good practice to spell
out the term and follow it by the abbreviation
in parentheses the first time it appears in the
inventory. In later usage, th1e abbreviatidn may
stitsnd alone. 4

The task statement must be ratable in terms of
time spent and/or other rating factdrs This
eliminates skill, knowledge, and responsibil-
ityity items that begin with such words as "Have
responsibility for ," "Knew tow to .. . ,"

"Underst4nd ," "Have knowledge of .

Such statements found in source materials
should be written as two or more task state-
ments (e.g., "Maintain files" or "Supervise
maintenance of files," not Have responsibil-
ity for niaintaining files").
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'ague or ambiguous words, such as "check,"
"assist," "coordinate," ':recommepd," and
"assure," should be avoided.
Sbort words should be used in preference to
long words or expressions (e.g., "Fill out work
ordersj," not "Prepare forms for vetticle re-
pairs to be accomplished by mechanics").
The qualifications a worker has, such as intel-
ligence, aptitude, knowledge, education, skill,
training, and experience are not tasks and are
not included in the duty-task section of the job
inventory. Information with regard to certain
qualifications, such as training, education,
and work experience, however, may be ob-
tained by including appropriate, Remo in the
background information section of the in-,
ventory.
Receiving instruction is not included as a task
unless useful work is actually performed dur-
ing the training. Thus, classroom instruction,
laboratory or shop instruction, and the coach -

-'ing a person receives are not tasks. On-the-
-
,

job training, however, may include the per-
formance of tasks under a supervisor. These
tasks are fisted in the inventory the same as
any other tasks. Giving instruction, which is a
supervisory duty, is included under "Train-
ing.. -1/4

". The task statement shoild begin with a pres-
ent tense action word with the subject "I" un-
de.rstood (e.g., "Operate," "Write," "Clean,"
not "Operates," "Writes," "Cleans").
Task statements are arranged alphabetically
under each duty. This order shortens the
worker's reading time, and assists in recalling
tasks -that are not listed. For example, the
worker can easily scan through a list of tasks
beginning with the word "Inspect" to Make
sure that all the inspections he/she performs
are, in the inventory. Thew alphabetical a'r-.
rangement also helps the inventory devettper
eliminate duplicate tasks.

Consider task statement format to facilitate
analysis.Each task statement must appear in a
format that will make it most useful. T following
-guidelines should be followedf

Task statements should be limited to not more
than two lines.
The task Statemepts are numbered consecu-
tively, beginning with "1" under each duty
heading. -

, Each task statement must be specific d
capable of standing alone. An item suc as
"Operate other types of equipment" is mean-
ingful to a worker if listed at the end of a series
of "Opetate ... equipment" tasks. However,
later, in th consolidated inventory to be pre-

1
t

pareqtrom the results, the tanks, are not
printe in the same order as in the inventory.
Thus, the original context may be destroyed,
and an item like "Operate other types of
equipment" may no longer make se'hse.
Each task statement must be a complete sen-
tence. Do, not use an action - subheading fol-
lowed by a Series of .objects. For examines
statements should be constructed to read
"Type and correct offset masters," "Type and
correct spa masters," "Troe and correct
stencils." They should not be constructed to
read "Type and correct the following: (1)
offset masters, (2) spirit masters, and (3) sten-
cils."
The period at the end of the task statement is
ornittett
Us,e such as" followed by two or three
samples. Avoid "and/or" and "etc." Write
"Tyne cards, such as index cards, file cards
and 'address finder' cards,'' not "Type cards,y
such as index cards, file cards, and/or 'ad-
dress finder' cards, etcY
Parallel tasks should appear in appropriate
duties. For each task listed as being super-
vised, there should almost certainly be a re-
lated task which is parformed. Equipment to
be inspected is also likely to be repaired or
replaced,
Use simple statements without qualifiers un-
less the qualifier is essential to the meaning of
the statement (e.g. "Operate paper cutter,"
not "Operate paper cutter to cut paper." How-
ever, "Schedule employees for on-the-job
training," not "Schedule employees").

'fp If a modifier is needed for greater specificity,
be sure to include all other significant tasks
with comparable modifiers. For example, in
an atAomotive mechanic inventory, "Repair
transmissions" would not be specific enough.
Therefore, if the statement were modified to
read "Repair automatic transmissions," then
"Repair manual transmissions" should also
be added.
Avoid tasks that are obviously -too specific or
trivial (e.g., "Operate fork lift truck," not "Turn
ignition key," "Shift gears," "Elevate,fork").
Avoid tasks that are too general. Such tasks
will not'differentiate job types (e.g., "Repair
carburetors," "Repair standard _.transmis-
sions," not "Repair motor vehicles").
In general, avoid multiple verbs in a task
statement, unless several actions are invari-

Tably performed together (e.g., "Erect and
align poles," not "Inspect, tow, and repai4 en-
gines or equipment").
As far as possible, tasks included in the job"

2 4
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inventory should be independent. Avoid over-
lappingitask statements (e.g., "Prepare lesson

.plans," might be used With "Maintain instruc-
tional records or charts," not with "Prepare
lesson*" ).

Inventory Organiiation
When organizing the inventory, it is' important

that supervisory duties such as organizing, plan-
ning, inspecting, evaluating, and training be

' Reviewing thelnitial List

placed last on the list. These are left unt0 last for
two reasons._ Because of The -ongoing nature Of
many supervisory activities, it is more difficult to
write time-ratable supervisory items. The review
can became bogged down if suptrvisory tasks are
taken first. By taking them last, the reviewer will
have hadsome practice with easier items.'In addi-
tion, the non-supervisory tasks are regarded as the
central' tasks of the career area and, therefore,
comprise the main body of the inventory.

After the mliminary inventory has been con-
structed, reviews should be conducted using
peoplelromlhe occupational area. These people
should refine and revise the inventory items prior
to your administering the items to the incumbent
workers. The purpose of the review is to add miss,
inrstatements, delete obviously irrelevant state-
ments, and improve, the wording of vague or
lengthy statements.

ApD,
DELETE,

IMPROVE

, This avoids getting only the organizational struc-
ture and work breakdown of a single establish-
ment. In. most cates, it is easy to 'find individuals
who are willing to take.an hour tb sit dow and to
go over the preliminary inventory.

Conducting the Review
The purposes and uses of the inventory should

be explained ta,the workers before they begin the
review, of the .task and duty statements. The re-
viewer should clearly understand how the duties
and tasks are to be stated and hoW specific they
should be.

The reviewers should then be shOwn a list okhe
duty headings. These are,reviewed one by one for
clarity and accuracy. If. the reviewers point out
duties that are missing from the list, considOr add-
ing additional one.

After completing the review of the duty, head-
ings, the reviewers should be given a copy of the
task inventory, and askedto review the individual
task statements. You should begin the review byIndividuals should be selected for their occupa-

tional k wledge and practical experience in all
aspects Of t occupational area. If several specific
occupational 'ties are covered by the inventory, it
is advisable tirbbtain at least one,Worker or super-
visor of each job title. A supervisor who directly

,../supervises several job titles is usually more desir-
able as a participant.

In selecting reviewers, one must be flexible. It is
not possibleto know at the outset which individu-
als will give the best and rot complete informa-

' lion, nor precisely.- ho;,/ many reviews will be re- .
quired. Conclude the review process when you
judgethat the preliminary form is well structured
andessentially complete. From three to eight re-
views are adequate for most inventories. However,
as a rule and to the extent practicable, the more
reviewers, the better.

Whenever possible, it is desirable to use persons
from several different businesses or companies.

reading each task statement aloud and asking
questions about the particular task. F.ollowing' are
examples of the types of questionsto be asked

the task statementztear? Will everyoneu n-
der tand what this means? 40-

r
itt 25,
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Is this task coveredby a previous task state-
inent?
Does this task ,fit,better under another duty?
Are there any other tasks th-at should be under
this duty?
Is this task performed in your business?
Is ttlii task perfohed by any workers in the
occupational area?

You- should not attempt to', secure perfectly
polished task, statements from the reviewers
However, you shourd accurately record the main
substance of the new statement4 and revisions in a
form that Can be edited later 'The reviewers should

Editing and Grouping. Items:

7*.

not be considered experts on show to write task
statements, but should be used to review the es-

.
sential content of the statements.

All tasks under a duty heading should be coy-
ered before going on to the pest duty, When the
non-supervisory duties re completed, the super-
visory, tasks are feviewed. If the von-supervisory.
duties or tasks are changed in any-important way

_during threview, it may be necessary to.revise the
supeevisoiy sections - accordingly. Fof example,, if
new non-supervisory duties, are added, parallel
tasks should be added to cover the supervisiOn of, .

those duties.

When the reviews are completed, all preliminary
inventories that were used during the reviews
should be assembled 'All recisions, new tasks
st.4.tements; emit comments of the reviewers
shlould be copied' from These into a single inven-
tory booklet.

Final decisions to accept or reject the pro-Posed
changes are .made by the person(s) who coh-
structed Tie preliminary task inventory and con-
dUcted ttte interviews Further cdnsultatron with
,technigal ,re%jewers may be neceelary fer some
items, especially if conflicting revises or sugges-
tions have been given by the reviewers. Most
conflicts can be resolved by reference to a pub-
lished source or by a telephone call to an authority
in the field..Once these decisions have been made; -
all items (especially new or revised ones) must be.
checked to Oetermine whether they.are consistent
in format -

In terms of organizational format, all statements

Pilot Testing The. Items.

.
falling undAfed duty should be arranged alphabeti-
cally by the action word (e.g., adapt, build, com-
pose). This will help the target audience, the in-
cumbent worker, detect missing information and
redtke the time he/she spends completing the
inventory. Future modifications to.:the inventory
are also easier to make::

., As an additional aid to the incumbent worker,
the tasks within a duty may be grouped or cate-
gorized into major sections. These groupings
shouppear natural to the worker, thereby help-
ing himNer make jUdgments. Duty statements
shbuld also be grouped it the most logical se-
quence.

The revised listing sheuld be reviewed
bereof the occupational advisory cotnniittee and
others _involved in the original development of the

dist. Once the revised. list has been accepted, it .

' should be prepared fcl pilot testing.

/ 'P

.1

4.

'Before putting the duty and fAsk statements into
a formal, printed inventory; it is a good idea to try
them out on a sample of ;workers A draft form of

,the inVentofy will be adequate fob this purpose..

4

heyoal here is to Obtain some firethanheedback
from workers as'to'whether IfTey understancrthe

. statements To do this', thecleveloper of,the inven-
tory should locate a fats/ workers who represent the
lull range of incumbent workers eventU-
, ally respond to the inventory. T.he developer
should then ask each one to individually-reed each
statement. 'The worker should be asked to com
nient on any statement that appears confusing to
him /her. The specific reason for, the confusion
should be determined and suggested revisions
devised with the Worker's help.

It should be clear-that the worker is not asked at
his tize to indicate whether he/she performs a

given task; but rather to indicate ,his/her corn-



prehension of the statement of each task It is the
clarity of each statement that is being pilot tested,
not the adequacy of the statements to describe
what the worker does.

The need for pilot testing is dependent upon the
,degree to which the preliminary form of the inven-
tory.has been reviewed by other persons from the

.1....1

OptioraI
Activity

ooccupational' Irea IPseveral knowledgeal2le per-
sons from the occupational area love carefully
reviewed the inventory, and the occupational advi-
sory committee has also gludied the instrument,
pilot testing is of lesser importance However, it is
always a good idea, if time and funds permit, to try
to check on the clarity of directions and the type of
responses likely to be received ,

For further information on preparing an initial listing of duty and task
statements, you may wish to read Ammerman, Performance Content for
Job Training, Volume 2: Stating, the Tasks of the Job

Develop an initial, but partial, duty and task inventory for an occupation of
your choice. Pick an occupation such as secretary, nurse, teacher, or
automotive mechanic with which you are already familiar. You will need to
have easy access to two or more persons (employers or employees) in the
occupation with whom you can consult. You will also need to have easy
access to one or more rejprences (e.g., curriculum guides, existing task
inventories, etc ) for your review

Prepare a list of duty statements for the occupation For at least fOur of
those statements, develop at least six task statements each If you pre-
pared occupational descriptions for Learning Experience I which meet

L. these criteria, you may select one of them

After you have developed your preliminary inventory, Lise the Initial Listing
Checklist, pp. 27-28, to, evaluate your work

OP





I.

INITIAL LISTING CHECKLIST

,
Direct ons: Place an X in the NO, PIARTIAL,. or FULL box to indicate that Nine

a of the following performance -ermponents was nit accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, b- -:use of special cir- Date

cumstances,.a performance component was not plicable, or impossible-1
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

I

t
Sources of information used in prepiring the lni

1. you

L

at listing included:

2. employers

employees
..

\4. p eviously constructed inventories and

5. curriculum publications such as gUides, outlines, courses of study

(....._

>

The duty statements: Li Iii 06. reflect both supervisory and work performance activities

7. are arranged so supervisory statements appear Last
.

8. are designed so each statement contains an action word ending in
"ing" plus an, object, e.g., adjusting baler needles El

g.

The task statements:
9. differentiate between workers in different occupations and at differ-

111. ' E1
01.

ent levels

10. use terminology that is consistent with current usage in the occupa-
tion 111 EA

14. 0Li11. aretrief to save readingJime . Li
12. are ratable in terms of time spent CI 0
.

13. are statedin acceptecNorm and structure

14. are not too Specific or too general 11_1

(

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

.15. are independent of one another
..

,

version of the initial listing:
-

The preliminary
16. was reviewed by two or more reviewers from the occupational area El 0

. . .

17. was revised to incorporate the reviewers' comments, insofar as
practical Li El E] D

1,8.'was fbrmatted for consistency after the review Q
....

22.') .

..
*

,a
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item repeives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, reviewlhe material in the information sheet, Preparing an Initial Listing of Duty and
Task Statemints, pp. 16-25, revise your inventory accordingly, or cheok with your resource person'if
necessary.

28
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Learning Experience ill
OVERVIEW

.,
Optional

t:-Activity

After completing the required reading, vipify an initial listing of task and
uty'stitements.

'04.1

1

You will be reading the,information sheet, Verifying an Initial Listing of Task
and Duty Statements, ap: 30-48. . .

a

.
You may wish to read the supplementary refeiences, Ammerman, Perfor-
mance Cortrent for Job Training, Volume 3: identifying Relevant Job Per-
formance; and Ammerman and Essex, Performance Content for Job Trait?-

lng, Volume 4: Deriving Performance Requirements for Training.

9

You will be verifying an initial listing of task and duty statements.

Youvill be evaluating your competency in verifying an initial listing of task
and duty statements, using tile initial Listing Nit rif i cation Checklist, pp.
'51-52:

31:

29
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For information concerning the verification of, an initial listing of task and
.,.duty statements, including the types of information to be collected,. the

election of participants, and the rocedures to be used, read the following:
information sheet:

VERIFYING fkN. INITIAL LISTING,,OF TASK ANb DUTY
STATEMENTS' ,

Verification of the initial listing of task and duty
statements is an important step in the otcupa-
tionalfanalysK0ocessIt confirms that the inven-.,
tory tail( statements actually describe the activities
conch cted.as *part of the occupation being con-
sideredd. ,

One might ask why such verification is neces-
sary if earlier suggestions regarding development,
of the initial listing were followed. One might be,
eepeciallnu nous if alreat devel9ped analyses or

rythe employee obseati technique were used.
Verification is an attempt to thow that the listing is

7, Much of this material was adapted from Handbook for Analyzing
Jobs (Washington, DC U.5 Department of Labor, Manpower Admuustra-

4'tion, 1972).

applicable to an occupation in a speci c employ-
ment area and to ensure-that a broad ba of input
is used. With this verification, one increases the
probability it will indeed describe the occupation.

Determining the Information to Collect
To prppars the initial listing of task and duty

statements for verification, several things must be
done. First, With the aid of your advisory commit-'
tee, determine what type or types of information
should be collected related to the inventory' For
example, if an analysis\ is to be conducted purely to

.describe what takes place in an occupati4 one
4' ?nigh/ determine whether the various task's or

steps are performed by the worker. A sample of a
simple scale thaf would obtain that type of infor-
mation is shown. in Sample 5.

'30
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SAMPLE 5

FORM FOR CHECKING PERFORMANCE

OCd(JPATION: Artificial Inseminators

Duty: Handling Cattle

4'

'No.

P.

''. 'e.
1

Task
..

Check If
Performed

1 Detect heat . . v.,

.2
.

Determine time to inseminate .
-

3 Identify symptoms of reproductive disease's

4 Mainiain breeding records v ,

5 Move cattle . .

6 Operate breeding chute
. ,

8. Adapted from Gobbo, "Competencies Needed for Employment in Beef Produ tion Enterprises," p 150

For a vocatiq nal educator responsible for.planning
an instructional Grogram,. this will probably not
.provide enough information to use in making intel-
ligent instructional decisions. For such planning,
questions such ae-the following might be appro-
priate:

Is the task performed by beginning workers?

\.

How often is the task performed?
How important is .the',.task9
How difficult is it to learn to perform the task?

Sample 6 illustrates a inventory in which such
questions are asked.

31



SAMPLE 6

-INVENTQRY'FIOR CHECKING PERFORMANCE 4.:

OcCUPA'Tlap Feed Lot Fotemen9

Now Keeping Records

No.
...

Tasks

..

Chebk () if
performed by

'beginning , 4
worker .

HoW often Is .
the task '

performed?
....,

How important'
is the task? .

. .

. .

How difficult IS
It to team to
perform the

tisk?
.

eep equipment inventory
.

.. z

. . .

2 Keep financial records
-

. r .

.

i _,

3

_

Keep livestock inventory i
.

_

<

4- KeepprodUctiOn records). .
.

5 Set up record-keeping
systenr.,

,,

. ,

,
, .

.

,

.

,,..

.

,

.
,

.
, .

. . II

,

,

. . .

, ..----2 . ,
. e.,, ,.

,

,

'44
9 Gobbo, "Competencies Needed for Employment in Beef Production Enterprises: pp. 110-111

' it may be of value to the educator to find out
whether the tasks volved 'are performed by be-
ginning workers. T is is especially important if the
'instructional progr m to be developed is to be
oriented toward providing the entry-level skills re-

-4., quired by Workers. A question .dealing with the
c frequency of performance might disci be of value

in identifying frequen'tly performed tasks which
should be emphasized in an instructional pro-
gram. A rating of the importance of a task might be
obtained also to aid in making instruotional-deci-
slims. This may be needed since mere perforr
mance or frequency of performance may not be
accurate indicators of importance, especially .in

V

32
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some medical or public. service occupations. A
rating of how difficult it is to learn to perform a task
might be of value in allocating instructional re-
sources.

Another form which might be of use to you is
shown in Sample 7. Note particplarly the scale
used in Column C: Essential Desirable --\Un-
necessary Not Sure. Such scales have proven
to be very popular for use as part of data-gathering
devices. Twaother such scales.are the importance
Scale-and the Agree/Disagree Scale. The Impor-
tance Scale includes five ratings: Of Extren1 Im-
portanceOf Considerable Importance Ofj

34



Some ImportanceOf Limited ImportanceOf
No Importance. The Agree /Disagree Scale also
has five ratings: Strongly' Agree Agree Un-
certain DisagreeStrongly Disagree. Number
values can be assigned to each rating in order to
make tabulation possible.Note that in order to use
scales such as these, the statement to be rated
must be stated either positively or negatively. If the

SAMPLE 7

'ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

Q

investigator is interested in greater detail in the
analysis, task analysis and task detailing sheets
such as those shown in Samples 8 and 9 might be

'used. llote.that a task detailing sheet containsa
listing of th,Steps involved in the task Curriculum
laboratories conducting full-scale task analyses
collect even more detailed data.

Occupation:

Duty:

Colton A Column B Column C i Cotton D Column E

,Task

.

Frequency of
Perfotmance

Importance Conditions
Under Which

Task Will .

Be'erformed

\
.

Criteria that .

Exhibit .

Satisfactory
AppliCation
of the Task

,

Number of Times Per For Occupa-
tional Entry

For Occupa-
Bona! Ad-

vancement
Day
-

Week Mo th
,

Year
E D U NS E D U. NS\

4.

- f,
, , i S*

/
.

' s
. /

--.....

#
,

. 4 '
4

r

In addition to the types of information indicated
previously, background information should nor-
mally be collected. This section of the inventory is
used to obtain informatip.a-pelevant to the incum-
bent workers. The purplose of these items is (1) to
describe the workers surveyed, (2) to answer ques-
tions of interest to users of the survey data, and (3)
-to help distinguish among significant occupa-

.

tional types of special worker groups Information
about job location,. previous work experience,
source of training, ancj,other job related' informa-
tion apart from the specific duties and tasks per-
formed( may be requested Care should- be exer-
cised So that only rel,evant informatiOn is re-
quested.

I-

r.

. r-



SAMPLE 8/

TASK ANAYSIS1°

ti

p

cupallon; Wastewater' Treatment Plant Operator

Nii. Task - Frequency of
Performan cel

,Importance
'

.

Learning
Difficulty3\I recordAdjust rjust c and e S times a day 1 1 IF

2 Adjust recIrculation to ilow" : Rarely . 2 1

3 Check for millfunction of equipment ContinuoUs 2 1

4 Clean and maintain work area
and equipment , , Continuous

. . 1
.

2-
Composite sampling for lab analysis Hourly/ . 1 2

Drawing digealed sludge to beds Once a month 2

7 tiraivifig ravAludge to digeSter 12 times Ep day 2 1

I} Firstaid . - Rarely 2 2

9 Maintain security regulations Hourly ,

10
,-,

Operate eteKrby,d'owerOenerator
7___

',O'rce week! . , 2

41.; Reading metersrplolv) Hourly . 1 3

12 Record digester gas production
arid consumption (heat regulation).

.

a day

,

3

13 rRecord pertinent information pn
datlY log .- '.

i

Hourly .

-

14 "Simplifigor D.O. .

-
-

9 times,a day. 2 .
15 Sampling for H2S 1 12 times.a day 1 2.

,

1 Rarely; orice a 'month, times a month, once a clay,.
21-Very important, 2-Important, t-Not very important '

1- Difficult, 2-Moderately DiffioUlt, 3-Easy ,`

times a day

10 Taken from Gu lines lefitEstablishing and Evalubting Programs to Prepare Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations, Bulletin 79L-6
(Tallahassee, FL State of Florida. Department of Saltation, May 1971)

/...

(4
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SAMPLE 9

TASK DETAILING.SHEET11

r

Occupation: Wastewater Treatment Plant Qperator'1.

Task: Drawing Digested Sludge to Beds I

.No. - Steps in Performing Task
-

Type of _

Performance'
Learning
Difficulty2

1 Interpret lab results to determine-Koper
time foriynction -- - 2

,

. .

2
.
%

2 "- Operate valves fo start and regulate
e of flOw

,
1 2

,-

3 Observe, consistency ' z 2 2 -.

4 Draw off proper amount
. .

1 . 2

5 Flush lines 1 - 1 1

6 Collect sample for lab analysis . 1 .1 ,
_

7 'Record amount drawn to drying bed 2 -- 1

8 Clean equipment 2 , 1-

'1-Manipulation,2-Discrintination, 3-Problem Solving
21-Easy, 2-Difficult, 3-Very Difficult

11 Guidelines for Establishing and Evaluating Programs to Prepare Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations

The following types of background information
are usually required.

identification information (e.g., date, name or
number to identify the individual respondent,
Occupation or job title)
type of business in which individual works
work experience
education and training information

Examplg of background inforniation questions
which Ave been used are presented in Sample 10

-7/

At this point, a draft of the final in tory instru-
ment should be prepared. This drat should in-'
dude all statements to be verifiecf, Sny rating
scales to be used, along with the requeted back
ground information. A sample form-which was
used in one analysis effort is presented in Sample
11. Note that this sample form provides space for
the respondent to add statements to those already
identified in the inventory.,Alv type of form de-
veloped should provide the opportunity for the
respondent to record and rate additional state-
ments. Thescompleted fprm should be reviewed by
the members of your advisory committee

37
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Selecting Participants
Once a decision has been made as to the type(s)

of information desired, you and your advisors
should decide what group or groups of individuals
will be asked to help verify the statements. The
overall purpose for identifying participants is to

em to verify the list of statements that is, to
co rm that the statements do indeed describe
actual occupational activities . Explain to the par-
ticipants that the -ve-rified statements will be used
as bases in 'designing a new vocational education

'course, revising an existing one, and/or in prepar-
ing instructional materials. In deciding whom to
ask to participate in the verification process, you
should consider the following.

Pfirticipants should be selected for their job
Knowledge and practical experience in the
occupational area of concern.

.0 le"

If the analysis deals with a cluster of related
jobs, obtain at least two incumbent workers
or work supervisors for each job title. This
should give a picture of the discrepancy, if
any, between what is being done on the job
and what is indicated by the inventory state=
ments.

UM=

Whenever possible, it is desirable to include
participants from ,different businesses or
coppanies._This avoids getting the organiza-
tional strucium and work breakdown of only a
few eitabliShments.

ktz Make sure that the participants a
tative of area emplojets, emplo
trade or labor organizations.

$,

38
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SAMPLE 10 s

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Code #

Date,

>

1. Name
, . (Optional) 0-

. __

2. What is your present job Ile? \

3. Check the type of business in which you

_ Banking-finance

Construction

Distribution (wholesale-retail)

Education Research

_ Insurance

_ Manufacturing

_ Public Utility

Publishing.

work:

_ Legal Service

_ Health Service

_ Transportation

Govemmet31 (sp9cify level)
#1,

L ocal

S tate

[..] F ederal

_ Other

4

Ir

(please speCify)

4. How many years have you worked at your preient job?*

5. Where did you receive your training?

_ on-the-job (self-learned)

mi6ary school

_ correspondence course

secondary public school

_ public vocational-technical
school ,,**

private'business school

_ junior or community college

college or`university

_ other '

'33
37
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SAMPLE 11

N

NTORY INSIBUMENT

PaSitioni
Siiiiness-Addteds

=

hohei:
4 Mittel;

.0
Daps' ttmant of VoCational Education

Arkititure Education faictituf
Colorado State University

a . Fort Collins, CO 80523 .-; .

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATION COMPETENCY PROJECT12 ,. -.:
instill nal Area: . Production Agriculture .-4v : ,

titijOloy ant Area: Beef Production . ' ,

... . - ,
-,

- AOcCupation Cluster: Efied:1-ruc,k Driver . . . -, .
Job Description: Drives a §peclal feed hauling truck in transportinprepared feed to cattle pen

feeding bunks as assigned. Unloads truck with the power driven mechanism and distributes
feed in feed bunks. Performs maintenance on'the truck suctfas lubricatiOn, changingOil, and

'"diiii minor repair suckaeoplacing light bulbs, fuses, and changing tiree:"keeps truck clean. ,

Inspects the' truck for proper operation and safety. ,-
, -

Directioni: Check degree of impOkance foreach competency to entet this occupation in 1975
as a beginning employee based 'on your experience. Additional-spaces are provided for

' com encies you may wish too lerd ana evaluate. '

Paw 11%41,

',Compete (Titsks)

V

DriVingand unloading truck.
f,,a, Qistributes feed infeed bunks'.

Drives gas or die truck.
os, c,. Operates unloading mechanisrk

d. Positions truckcfor loading'feed.
e. .
f. - ;

2. Ipapacti; g and maintaining trudk.
Checks air clearter;,services wheii needed. c-\

b. CtieckS brakes; services when needed. - . e
c. Check's 'coolant; services when needed. °
d. Checks lightd and other electrical deices; replaces bulbs and

- fuses when needed.

Gbbbo. "Competencies Needed loc Employment in Beef Production Enterprises," pp 121-122 .

To .. # z
S. «: Trt

E se gE,64.

.....
-I

4

.

No

--- -
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e. Checks oil; changes according t6 schedule.
f. Checks tires; changes them when needed.
g. Checks water level in batterYTadds war when needed.
h. Fills truck with fuel; services fuel filter.
i. Lubricates truck and unloading mechanism according

schedule.
j. Maintains-trUck in safe operating condition.
k.
I. ,

.3. Record keeping.
'a. Keeps records of feed hauled.
b. Keeps records. of pens fed.
c. Keeps records of truck maintenance.
d. Keeps records of truck repairs.
e. Operates scales and records v440 ights of feed: "i-
f.

N g

After, deciding who will participate in the ver-
ification process, you should decide how the pro-
cess will be conducted. What will the participants
be ask& to do? Will they be observed and /or
interviewed'? Will it be more practical to ask them

-ter attentra meeting? Will a list of statements be
sent to the participants through the mail'?

If the participants are asked to verify the state -
mpnts without being paid for their services, calling
them to a meeting may be asking:too much. In any
case: it might be very difficult to arrange such a
meeting if the participants work in different places
and on different schedules. Visiting them individu-
ally to observe their,..work activities and/or to con-
duct an interytikw is alto time consuming and may
be very expensive.

Mailing the task inventory would permit you
reach more participants. In addition, the partici-

to

c 0
0.
E

Oz
ai 0.
O 0.

st

r

...,

pants would not beVessured by your presence,
and the data could beollected with less expense

'While mailing the inventory may be preferable, a
thorough occupational analysis can be conducted
utilizing any of the previously mentioned methods

Make, sure that the directions on how to verify
the statements are clearly stated and easily under-
stood. Sample instructions for an inventory to be
completed solely by the respondent are shown in
Sample 12. If the participant is to be observed or
interviewed by'you or another individual, or if gev-
eral interviews or observers are involved, specific
instructions must be provided A sample set of
instructions is shown in Sample 13. When several
interviewers or observers are inv61yed, they should
participate in a training session conducted prior to
the actual collebtion activities to ensure the data
collected reflect the same consideration

39
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SAPLE

INVENTORY INSTRUCTIONS

Instructions for Self-Administration of this Inventory

In completing the inventory, you are to respond in terms of -yomr,present regular job. Disregard

a ny task that is not part of your regular assignment, no matter how often you did it-in the past.

Addjtional.tasks.you do for a f0/ days while someone is away are not to be reported. In recalling

tasks, go back'far enough in time to get a true picture of your job. If your work changes from one I

s eason to another, you may have to go back a full year. If there was a permanent change in your
duty assignment during the past year, go back to the time just after this change-. You probably

will need to go back not less than three months or more than'a year.

Do the following steps in order:

1. Fill in the Background Information. Be sure you provide all information asked for.

2. Beginning with Duty 'A, read each task statement under every duty. As you read, place a
check mark (a-) in the column beside each lask ypu do.

3. When you finistralt-task statements in a duty, add (write in) any other tasks you do that are
not listed. If some tasks do not fit under any duty, write them in on the blank page at the end.
Be very thorough about adding tasks.

4. When you have finished all duties, turn back to Duty A ag airr. Now make a TIME SPENT
rating for each task you have checked or added. The 5-point ratingscale you are to use is at
the top of each page. TIME SPENT means the total time you spend on each task you are
rating. Be sure to rate every task you checked or wrote in.

I

42
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SAMPLE 13

INTERVIEWER'S GUIDE13

k. Scheduling the interview by telephone:
This from the College of Agriculture at Cornell University. I'm in the area
interviewing different kinds of ornamental horticulture businesses for our horticulture task
analysis Study. You were suggested by Cooperative Extension Agent as a

person to contact to request an interview in the areas of
(name of agent)

, (business areas). Our study has the endorsement of Cooperative Extension And

(horticulture trade organization if applicable).

If possible, I would like to schedule about hour interview with you sometime on

(date and time) -

(Assuming a POSitive Response)

Is the correct address?
(address of businewfrom agent)

Do you have any suggestions as far as parking is concerned? ,

Thank you Mr , I will be looking forward to seeing you on

(date, time, and location of interview)
s ,

NOTE: We may want to consider asking the Extension Office in the area to serve as a\clearing-
house in case an emergency comes up and the interviewee needs to contact us by phone.

II. During the Interview
1. Verify the business name, address, and telephone number of the business (recorded

prior to the interview).

2. Record full narhe of the person(s) interviewed.

3. Record interviewee'(s) title usin4-commonly accepted title such as manager, supervisor,
assistant manager, etc.

4. Record the highest and lowest number of full-time, part-time'and seasonal workers
employed during 1970. Full-time constitutes 35 or more hoths per week. Part-time is
less than 35 hours. i

5. Record the total number of new employees 1970. These may be to fill
vacated and/or new positions.

6: Record if'there is any product specialization in the business area (e.g., roses in the
greenhouse production area). .

7. Define and explainthe meaning of the task to the respondent:

Task: A task is a logically related set of actions required for the completion of a job
objective. A group of acts' or activities that generally occur close together and
have common purposes, it forms a logical and necessary part of the performance
of a duty.

13 Arthur L. Berkey, Witham E Drake, and James W Legacy:A Model For Task Analysis in Agribustness (Ithaca. NY Division of Agricultural Education,
Departmentof EdUcation, New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell University, 1972), pp 152-154
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ExpliinjOb Conditions and performance level for tasks.:(See key for conditions and
ormance levels).

tiOW-and eXpltiln instrument to respondents:
,

titiks performed andindicated by a check in the Performance column.
,The key IS used with job conditions,and performance leyel.,-

. ;i0koonglitio.n6 presented are,indicated by drawing ,a slash-through one or more
letters which represent the -response indicated on the key.

d. Performance level
1. Quantitative- -write in the numbeflof unitper hour, draw a slash through thp one
. lifter representing the correct response.

Qualitative draw a slEish through theone letter representing the correct re-
sponse.

'10. Explain the division of. the ornamental horticulture industry into 9 business areas and
(- into functions, within business areas (refer to list of business areas andlunctions).

, 11'. Explain. that performanciof taskp should be judged in terms of the task being, per-
:,- formed by some persbn within the business areas being interviewed. .

' ._

12 Explain that the interpretation of tasl statements should be in:terms of the ftinction
under whichlhey are listed.

. 4r
in13. 'Request th performed tasks not listedb,e written n and rated as to job conditions,

arid performance level in-the spaces provjded at the end of each function. If more than
two tasks need to be added, use the reverse side of the sheet and so indicate on the
bottom of the second page. .

. . ,

. .

14. Assist the intervieweeyi completing the rating of job conditions and performance level'
for several' tasks until it is apparent he understands and is correctly recording his

) responses. .--\...

How many participants need to be identified de-
pends on many factors. For example, it depends
on how they will be asked ro verify thestatements;
how many occupational titles are included in the
analysis; or how many of the participants you ex-
pect to be able to help. To have only 10, 15, or 20
individuals verify the statements may be too small
to be re
occupations you
might be just righ
choose to yen
the type of an

strive of the people employed in the
re analyzing. To have 100'or 300
The number of participants you

the statements also depends on
'you are planning. A,n-analysis

for an occupation to.,be used in a localommunity
will probably require fewer participants than an
analysis for an occupation to be used statewide. If
an oOservation and/or interview is to be used in
solioiting .data,.fewer participants would be re-
quired than if a mailed instrument is used:Select
the number of participants that you can rea
sonably expect to cooperate during the analysis.
'4., .7 n 4.1

.).

Apo, select fhe number you will be able,to work
with considering possible limitations,ch as time,
money, and staff; and the number which can pro-
vide the type of valid and reliable data you need.

Once the number of participants has been iden-
tified, one or more of the procedures shown in
Figure 3 or some other procedure may be used for.
selecting and locating the required participants.
Although it is included as one alternative in the
figure, the least desirable approach is to go di-

.-rectly to the employees without the approval and
cooperation of their erriplclyers. It is often advan-
tageous to have support of a well-known employee
,or employer organization in conducting theanaly-
sis.

At this point, sufficient copies of\the instru-
ments) tide used should be prepared. Be sure
prepare a sufficient. number of extra copies for
follow-up and other_uses.
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FIGURE 3

SELECTION AND. LOCATION OF PARTICIPANTS
`FOR VERIFICATION PR:QQESS.

.

Contact
employee
organizations

40.

Contact
employer
ofganizations

Contact
employers
directly

Secure en-
dorsement and
help of the
organizations

Secure en-
dorsement and
help of the
organizations

Secure
names and
addresses
of members

6

Contact 1_0.
employees
directly

Secure names
and addresses
fro x
records

-Pull sample
from total
membership
(randomly or
stratified)

111.

Mail
questionnaires
directly to
the worker
participant

Mail remind&
cards (first
follow-up
two weeks
later)

Sample
employers
randomly
and solicit the
cooperation
of the sample

Solicit
volunteers
from the totald organization
membership

Ask the or-
gustation

',to nominate
- cooperative
members

Decide
h besktoho

rticl
pants

s

Mall ques-
tionnaire
directly to
participant*

Use
personalized
follow-up
as outlined
above

Solicit names
and address**
of .employees
from employers

v

UM or deliver
packets of
questionnaires
to employers
and have them
distribute to
employees

Send per-
sonalized
reminder
including
another copy
of
tort s 99
(4 w ks
after first
mailing)

Contact
employees
personally
and distribute
questionnaire

V

Sind follow-
up letter to
employer
lsrging his
employees to .
complete the
queitionhaire

Complete
data-collec-
tion process
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Contacting Participants
,

Contact those whom you have selectedko serve'
as participants to explain the purpose(s) of the
analysis project. If your first contacf is with a labor
or trade organization (e.g.,. *al chapter of the
United Auto Workets or.the National Secretaries.
4sociation) or an employers association (e.g., au-
tomobile dealers association or beef cattle farmers°
association), explain the purpose of the project.
Then, request that they identify skilled, competent
individuals in their membership or employ, whom
they would recommend to serve as participants.
Secure a letter of endorsementfrom such.organi-
zations, if possible. Such gipdorsement will help
open the .door to the individual employers,or ern:
ployees.

When prospective participants are contactedfy
letter to participate in a survey in which mail d
inventories (questionnaires) are used, be sure to
indllide the following information ip a cover letter.

purpose(s) of the analysis
sponsor of the study -,
reason they were'selected to serve as partici-
pants.
what they are requested to do
a date when the list Of statements should be
returned to you .

In addition, include the following:
, a letter of endorsement ttom their employer or

organization
the list of statements to bp verified
a self-addressed, stamped -return envelope

To encourage the return of the completed list of
statements, send a reminder to all prospective par-
ticipants wtro have not returned the inventory
abotit two,weeks after youpfirst letter was mailed
(see Sample 14). Four weeks after the initiat con-

tact, a personal letter and a second copy of theiist
of statements should be sent to all non-respon-
dents (see Sample 15). *these mailings do not
result in the desired responses, consider calling or
visiting the non-respondents. Efforts should be.
made to secure as many returned lists ae possible,
with your goal being a return of 100 percent.

If ,the observation and/or Oterview technique is
to be used, the initial contact might be by tele-
phone, personal visit, or letter. Regardless of the
methbd of contact, the individuals should be pro-
vided the following types of information.

purpose(s) of the analysis
reason they were selected to serve as partici-
pgn
what they are requested to do
endorsement by any organization of the proj-
ect
details on when,'where, apd how the verifica-
tion activity is to be conducted

They should then be asked if trey are willing to
partidipate in the verification activity. When a
sufficient number of participants have been iden-
tified, the observations and/or interviews should
be conducted.

Conducting'an Observation- Interview,
Obtaining information by observation - interview

involves analyzicl jobs by observing workers,
supervisors, and others who have information per-
tinent to the jobblt rs th(3 most desirable method for
analysis purposes because it (1) involves firsthand
observation by the analyst, (2) enables the analyst
to evalUate the interview data and to silt essential
from nonessential facts, and (3) permits the worker
to- demonstrate various tasks of the occupation
rather than describing the occupation orally or in
writigio.



. SAMPLE 14

FOLLOW.UP LETTER

4

O

REDLANDS AREA VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
GREENVILLE. 'KANSAS

Mrs.'Carol Reid
edgeviood Beauty Shop
152 Larkin Aven
Greenville, Kans s

ear Mrs. Reid:

Some two weeks ago, a quesiionnaire was mailed to you asking you
to help us with an occupational analysis inventory by identifying
tasks performed in your occupation.. As of yet, we have not received
your response.

We believe this analysis to be of consider f# stVunportance, not only
to the success of the cosmetology prog om at Redlands, but also to
the needs of the community. Would yo , please take a few minutes
during the next.two or three !lays td respond to the,questionnaire
and return it to me. Your response will be most appreciated.

If, by chanse, you no longer have the questionnaire, pleasedrop a
card to us and we will be happy to send you one.-

s4:
Sincerely,

.1*

c'"P

Samuel Marcus, Instructor
Departrtent of COsmetology

4,;
45
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---SAMPLE 15

15-4ANDS AREA VOCATIONAL.SC1109E
GRiENVILT.E, KANSAS

Mri: Carol Reid .
Wedgewood Beauty Shop.
15aarkin Avenue
Greenville, Kansas

Dear Mrs. Reid:

The occupational analysisconducted by the Cosmetology
Department at Redlands Area Iocational-SchoaUs almost
.completed. Obviously, however, it is important that the datcl Nye
gather from the arialisiiiiare accurate and complete. For this
repson, we are anxiousjo receive completed questionnaires from
eery member of our sample.

,r ce SFr

We have not received your completed qUes.t4onnaire. Therefore, I
am enclosing a duplicate of the questiohnaire which was sent to,you
alfew weeks ago.

I "7

The purpose of this stticly is to find out-what tasks you need to
perform and how often.. This inforrhation will then be made .

;available to persOns *ho, do training for the various jobs. Your
answers will, not be evaluated or reported in,ciny way. They will be.
tabulated as a group., and in no way will names be associated with
esponses. .- z - . . 1 ,

v
4 a

our coopercitiorDXfilling outthe questionnaire will be greatly
,,,-.jamireciated., Thank you fwetii assisfariat. ,

:,.. , : , t

4 Sincerely,

Samuel Marcus, jps,jittc
. DePerrtment.afisii;etc41
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1

The observation-interview also has several limi-
tations that you Should note. It runs into higher
costs than other methods and usually involves
much more time. It is less likely to obtainxepresen-
tatives of an occupation because of fewsknumbers
of workers who respond, and it results in fes; stan-
dard data because of the greater possibility of re-
cording and observation errors. It also requires the
respondent to recall tasks performed rather than
simply recognizing tasks on a list. It takes' many
observations-interviews to obtain data equivalent
.to a mailed inventory in terms of completeness,
representativeness, and accuracy>=)

You.can use the observatibn-interviewn*thod
in two ways. You can observe the worker on the job
performing a complete work cycle before asking
any questions. During the observation, you can

. take notes of all the job activities, including those
you do notfully understand. A previously prbpared
form can make note-taking easier. When,you are
satisfied that as much information as possible has
been accumulated from observation, you can talk
with the worker, supervisor, or both, to supplement
your notes.

Or, you can observe and interview simultane-
ously. While watching, you can talk with the
worker about what is being done, and ask ques-
tion% about what you are observing, as well as the
6ondittons under which the job is being per-} formed. Here, too, you should take notes in Older
thataall data pertinent to the job and its envi-ron-
_ment maybe forded.

The interview process should be a convefsa-
tional interaction between individuals. Communi-

is a two-way process. Therefore, you must
ore than;a,re rder, you must contribute to

A the 64ogers on. A amount *d objectivity of
inf.,. . riteive depends upon how much
yo etc ,t1r situation. This contributroli
should be owe derstandi ,and adjusting to °4
the worker a 'ob. ,

. .
e.* .f e et

A good round breparatiep Will en49Ie you'
obtai cts quickly, accurafely, ane,cdrn-.

prehensive y. You must be to espeblish
friendly relations on short noti ": °brain all the'
pertinent information and yet be sufficiently. de- ,
tached to be objective and free pf bias. ,,

. .

in combining note-taking with the conversational
aspect ofthe interview. You must be able to,write
intelligible notes while engaged in conversation.

Often, when a worker is being interviewed,
he/she will stop talking while notes are being
made. You should make it clear whether you wish
the conversation continued or not in these cir-
cumstances.

You can use a portable cassette recorder to
makes tape recording of the interview. This should
be used to supplement your noteTtaking; it should
not be depended upon..as the sole record of the
conversation.

However, some workers object to others record-
i nOnat they say. You must debide how much the
interview may be affected by attitude and mod-
ify your practices accordingi -

Following are, some suggestions for effective
note- taking.

Notes should e complete, legible, and con-
tain data necesa or the preparation of the
analysis invento
Notes should be o ganized logically, accord-

Ing to tasks and the categories of inforgiation
required forge complete-analysis.
Notes should include ohly facts about the oc-
cupation, with emphasis on the work per-
formed.

Obtaining Information By Other Methods
In many instances, it is impossible to use the

observation-interview methetaNThe worker may
not be observed performing tasks because of se-
curity reasons, reluctance on the part of Manage-
ment to allow the analyst to observe the manufac-
turing process, or the complex and protracted na-
ture of the work. For example, you might findit a
bit difficult to observe and' interview a photo-
graphic darkroom worker or a skin diver as they go
about their tasks..

In other instances, it may be impossible to inter-
,view the worker while observing the Work because
of theturrounding noise or the employer's request
not to disturb the worker by asking questions. A
large nuialber of jobs, such as those in professional
and technicatareas, do not lend themselves-to the
observation method since they do not involve a set
sequence of activities and, therefore, cannot be
obsenled as an entire unit.r .

When adequpte time and funds are etvailable,lhe
interview may be the most effective and most de-
pendable method t,4, securing data: The extent to
which you are able to make use of this method
depends on yor.F ability to make use of cdrkrsa-
tion to encourage the formation of judgMetits, -

analyze the essential points of the interview, and
report the data accurately. Sample 1 presents
some interviewing suggestions..

Taking notes.You must develop a cef

.

n skill

On completion Of an analy sis study, a letter of
appreciatiorrshould be directed to the plant man-
agetnent for all courtesies and cooperation given
Then the data secured as aresult of the study must
4 compiled and analyzed and
into a more usable fOrin.

47 5 0,
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SAMPLE 16

INGSUGGESTIONS
f -

eteiv lei .1.:,:... .,
the worker et ease by learning his/her name in advance, introducing yourself, and

cussing general and pleasant topics long enough to establi4h raPpOrtr .
etielheburpose cif-the interview clear by explaining why. We interview was scheduled, .

:iihatjsexOected to be accomplished, and how the worker's cooperation wild help in.the
kociuCtion of a valuable accupatiorial analysis. Assure the person that the interview is not

AOnCerned with time study or wages.
gricburage the worker to talk by always being.courteous and-showing a sincere interest in ,.. .

talk
4thet is said, . . ,

a ,ti4iiiiittili Interview .

V7- _Help the worker to think and talk acco rding to the logical sequence of, he tasks performed.
4 - .- 4 .._,44--. .--,

''''' ifl'taSjcs'areot-performed. in a-regular order, ask the worker to deicribe the tasks in a
sequential manner by takirig the most important activityifirst, the second most important
next, and so forth. Request the worker to describi the infrequent tasks of his/her job, ones
that are not part of his/her regular activities, such as the occasional Aet-up of a machine,

. occasional repairs, or infrequent nsport:' ' %

;
Allow the worker sufficient time to answer-each question and to formulate an answer. Ask
only one question at _a timid. . . .

. Phrase-questions carefully,io that:the answers will be more than "yes" or ."no".
Leading questions should be avoided. .: ° .. .

,, , ..-

Secure specific and complete inprrnation pertaining to the questions required for a corn-
.

Mete analysis.of an occupation. ,
Conduct the interview in plain, easily understood . _.
Ciinsider the relationship of the occupation under *analysis to other occupations in the
department. .- f ..'

. - - ,

0 t Control the .interview with respect to tt :tVccon9rnic use of time and adherence to subject
matter. For example, when the interviewee strays from the subject, a good technique for
bringing him/her back to the point is to summarize the data collected up to that point.
The interview should be conducted patiently and with consideration for any nervousness or
-lack of ease on the part of the worker. ) -

,
Closing the interview -,

.

Surffenarize the information obtained from the worker,' indicatin§,the major duties per-
. ...

'formed. ' P. r t -
-

job, -'/-..
4 Close the Interview'on a Mandly note.Close

..,-, -
scellaneouspo's and Don'ts terInterviews
4'06 not take issue, with the workere.statemedts .

...._ ,- , /----N.i Donot show any partiality to grievances or conflicts concerning the employer-employee
r-'relations. -

:po not -show alsiy interest in the.w.ageclassification of the job. 3
.r Show politenZspand courtesy throughout the interview.. /,s- Do not "talk down" to themor6r. ''',4" . .

Docit permit yOurseif to be influenced by your personal likes and dislikes,.
'-.1

impersonal. Do not be oriticaror attempt to suggest any changes or impLoviinents,in
organization or methods of work. . t

..

Talk to workers only after izsceivifig.the permission'olthe supervisor.
-_.t--

opJ ,
6-.: .. .
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/II- a For further information on verifying an initial listing of task and duty
Atatements, you may wish to read Ammerman, Performance Content and

J.1 Optional Job Training, Volume 3: Identifying Relevant Job,Performance; and/or
Activity Ammerman and Essex, Performance Content for Job Training, Volume 4:

Deriving Performance Requirements for Training.

4541

I

ti

,conduct a limited-scale verification of an iniptial listing of task and duly .

statements..lf you Completed Learning-Experience III, you may use the
partial initial listing you developed at that time. If not, you may use a partial
listing supplied by your resource person or gathered from some other
source.

Decide on the questions you want to ask about each statement, and
prepare a suitable instrument and directions that will obtain the type of
responses desired. Ask your resource person and/or peers who have taken'
or are taking this module to review this instrument forclarity and accuracy.

Verify the/partial listing by mailing the instrument to five'prospective
participants, or by interviewing five such workers using the instrument.

After you hgie verified an initial listing of task and duty statements, use the
Initial Listing Verification Checklist, pp. 51-5'2, to evaluate your work

4

0

'52
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\ co

INITIAL LISTING VERIFICATION, CHECKLIST
J

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, pr FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially,,accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

.
. . . o..

1. The teacher determined thetype(s) of information to be collected 6 ,,
including:

. \
a. task and duty information , El% El irl,

b. background information an respondents El
. The teacher prepared a draft of the final inventory instrument and

E.`' El.had it reviewed by a resource person and/or peers 4

3.'Parlicipants were selected considering:
4,.,

-a. their job knowledge and practital experience in the occupational
a ,, . 111 5 11:1are

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

b. representation of different Businesses or companies II 0. ,

c. representation of employers, employees, and trade or labot or-
EL'111 E]ganizations

.
. .

.:. El
3

- 1

'we re,pre pa red for use by observers and/or interviewers .- 111 ci4. If the observation-interview apprqacnwas used, specific instructions

5. If a mail questionnaire was used:
a. previously prepared forms were used to facilitate the gathering of

'data El 111 I:1 0'd
..

b. a listing with specific instructions was provided. 1;1 Clc (3
6. When participants were contacted regarding the analisis, they Were

told: ,

a. the purpose(s) of the analysis El El Di
b. why therwere selected to serve as participants , 0.0

they were requested to do

,
c. what t -. 3 E El 0

,..

d. details on when, where3and how the verficiation activity is tote
conducted

e



a

7. During the conduct of an observation and/or interview:
a. previously prepared forms were used to facilitate the gathering of n

data ".

444

b. observations and interviews were conducted so as to limit inter- Ej
ference with the work being performed by thegrdividual

c. sufficient time was allocated for observations and/or interviews

d. interviews were closed on a friendly note , . E
e. adequate notes were taken to be of value El' ErEir'El

. .......,$..

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All itemsmust receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, review the_material in the information sheet, Verifying an Initial Listing-of Task and
Duty.Statements, pp: 30 -48, take steps to revise your initial listing accordingly, or check with your
resource Oergon ifrfiecessary.

a



Y

Learning. Experience IV
OVERVIEW

*ter 'completing the required reading, analyze and report the task inven-
tory data.

You will be reading the information sheet, Analyzing and Reporting Task
Inventory Dita, pp. 54-63.

You will be analyzing the data obtained from a limited-scale task inventory
investigation and reporting the data.,

oV

You wilt be evaluating your competenty in analyzing and repo task
inventory data, using the Task inventory Data Analysis ChOklist, p. 65.

56
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Activity For information concerning the procedung for an zing an eporting
task. inyentory data, read the following information shy:

ANALYZING AND REPORTING
Once the task inventory data have been col-

lected, they must be analyzed. To begin this pro-
cess, check the inventory forms for completeness
as they are returned by the participants, observers,
or interviewers. Those that were not properly
completed should be. discarded and, not con-
sidered further.

O

To complete the data, you should first tabulate
them. This is accomplished by developing one or
more frequency counts for each statement ver-
ified. For hand tabulating, this might be achieved
by using a blank form similar to the one used
during the data-collection process, or a specially
prepared form. Sample tabulation forms are
shown in Samples 17 and 18. Sometimes data pro-
cessing equipment (e.g., computers) can be used
for tabulating. the data if a large amount of data is
to be processed.

If additional statements were added by one or
more respondents during the verificatiOn process,
the number of individuals who added any one
statement will likely to be very low. Probably the
best way of handling these statements is to include
them in a separate section of a summary tabulation
form, as shown in Sample 19. If resources permit,

.the added statements should be submitted to the
participants for detailed consideration.

- When one or more of the frequency counts have
been completed, the data should be put into a form
wch makes them easier to interpret. One way of
doing this is to show the frequency of occurrence
of the different items by using a table, a bar or line
graph, or a frequency curve.

TASK INVENTORY DATA

Another %,,i\ay to make the data more meaningful
is to convert them into percentages or averages.
Data 'might be presented as percentages for each
statement, numbers and percentages, of, re-
sponses for ,eachNstatement, or mean (average)
responses. Examples of these are presented in
Sample 20.

To arrive at an average or mean for the re-
sponses, a value must be assigned to each scale
category. Note in item 2 of Sample 20 that. "of
extreme importance" was assigned the value of 4,
"of considerable importance" the value of 3, "of
some importance" 2, ,"of limited importance" 1,
and "of no importance" 0: The assigried value for a
specific category is then multiplied by the number
who responded in that category. The totals for the
columns, five in this case, are then added together.
The §Um resulting from this operation is then di-
vided by the number of respondents to obtain the
average. To obtain the average indicated in item 2,
the following was computated.

_Number Value Totals

2 X 4 ,= 8

1 X 3 = 3

8 X 2 = 16

0 X 0

4 X 0 = 0

15 27

-The total obtained, 27, is then divided by the total
respondents, 15. As a result of this division, the
average of 1.8 was obtained.

There are many other ways in which data may be
analyzed and presented." For.example, measures
of central tendency such as the following might be
used.

Mean. This is the arithmetic average which
can be obtained as described above.
MedlarnThis is the mid -point in the distribu-
tion a values of case ,or the point in a dis-
tribution with an equal number of cases on
each side of it.
Modes The mode is that value In a distribu-
tion which has the largest frequency, or oc-
curs most frequently.'

14. To gain skill in analyzing data, yOu pay wish to refer to Medule A-3,
Report the Findings of a Community Survey

54
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Making.the Data Summary'
At this point, a summary of task statements and

responses should be compiled. This summary
should be prepared with the purpose of the analy-
sis in mind. For example, if the intent was to de-
scribe the total occupation, the summary should
be father data' d. If the intent was to establish a ,
basis for an ational program for pieparing
individuals to enter an occupation, then the sum-
mary s uld not reflect as detailed a liSting of
occupati hal activities: Rather, it should identify
only tho e activities which an individual must be
able to rfqrm to enter the occupation.

The d to collected as the result of the analysis
procedures must now be interpreted. Statements
to be included in the inventory must be identified. If
a detailed list is to be developed;* all statements
identified as being relevant should be included. If a
limited listing is to be prepared, orfly those state-
ments identified as being relevant to beginning
employees shOuld be included. Or, only those
statements identified as being performed by 50
percent or more (or some other arbitrary percen-
tage) of the respondents should be included. Addi-
tional limitations could be imposed by selecting
some minimum average scale value to bused in
identifying the statetri ents to be included (e.g., 1.50
on the importance scale discussed earlier).

In making decisions concerning what state-
ments should or should not be included in the
sum mar'y, caution must always be exercised in in:
teopreting the data. Examine the table in Sample
21. Let us assume that the analyst elected to place
emphasis on "frequency of performance in iden-
tifying statements to be incruded, and selected a
_minimum average vale of 2.50. Would you include
task 2, "edit lettes dictated by employer"? Note
that only eight respondents performed this task. If
the 2.50 minimum averagevalue is the only criter-
ion, then it probably should be included.

However, more realistic criteria might inclide a
minimum average value of 2.50 and a minimum of
50 percent9f the respondents indicating they per-
forni the activity described. In this case, task*?
would not be included. It is suggested that as
much of the data collected as possible be included
in ihis,surnmary. However, you should always be
careful explalwand interpret any unusual situa-
tions which may be identified.

Once the criteria for selecting the statements.are
determined, a format for presenting them must be
identified. The format must be conducive to pre-,*
senting the type of information which is desired.
Sample formats which can be used are shown' in
Samples 22 and 23.

o

Remember, this summary listing should

ally conform to the statement standards suggested
earlier in this module. In addition, statements may
be added or deleted on the basis of the information
collected. Duty statements might be altered or
consolidated Task statements may be listed in al-
phabetical order under the duty statement or be
ranked on the basis of selected data collected dur-
ing the analysis procedure,

If the analysis wasoriginally conceived as deal-
ing with an occupational cluster, it is important
that the activities described earlier in this module

, be performed for each occupation identified as
being included in the cluster. Once the summary of
task statements has been prepared for each of the
individual occupations, an effort should be made
to p?epare a consolidated summary of task state-
ments which depicts activities involved in the clus-
te r.

.

This can probably be best achieved by sing a
form similar to that shown in Sample 24. nce the
form is completed with-the totivities important to
the various occupations identified, it is a relatively
simple matter to prepare asurn Mary of/task state-
ments for the cluster.

Prior to preparing such a final summary, the
completed form should be reviewed to determine
if, indeed, the oCtupations which were identified
earlier aressi miler enough in the activities required
to warrant being so clustered. If it is determined
that an occupation does not fit, then that occupa-.

tion might best be eliminated from the cluster. This
is particularly important if it is anticipated that the
final summary of analisit components will be used
in developing an instructional program to prepare
individuals for working in occupations considered
to be part of the cluster.

. .

Presenting the Findings
After: tabulating, analyzing, and interpreting the

data, the findings should bd presented so as to be
of maximum value to the user. For an analysis such
as the one described in this module, it is important
that the resulting findings be presented in such a
manner that they Will be usable by persons other
than the analyst.

TO be of such value, the report developed as a
result of the analysis procedures should reflect
not only the summary of identified task and duty
statements, but how and why the list was devel-
oped. The report for vocational educators should
contain informatiOn related to the following topics.

need for vocational education programs re-
lated to the 'occupation in terms of employ-
ment outlook and need for prepared individu-
als to enter the occupation(s)

4z)
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occupational descriptidn(s)
summary of the task And duty statements
along with relevant findings

et procedures used in developing the inventory,
including .the guidelines followed in fnaking
pertinent decisions as to which statements
were included

Tables, charts, and graphs should be used in con-.
junction with the narrative to graphically illustrate
the findings for the reader.

SAMPLE'17

,
After the analysis has beeftpmpleted, yiou are

ready to proceed with the Wopment of an in- A

structional program. Using-the summary report, 1

,particularIlVthe summary of task OaternentS, you 11

can fOrmulate relevant objectives and begin the
development of instructional materials.

SIMULATED DATAIABULATED PSING DATA.
COLLECTION.FORM1§ dok

II

Directions: Check degree of importance for each conipetency to enteir this occupationin 1975
as a beginning employee based on your experience. Additional spaces are provided for

'competencies you may, wish to add and evaluate.

Occupation: Feed Lot Hand 4

Competencies

1. Tending cattle..
a. Bed Cattld shelters, pens, and'trucks
b. Castrate cattle
c. Dehorn cattle
d. Mark cattle hy using paint and*chalk; by

using ear taglarid ear notches . .

e. Brand cattle. "'
f. Control mdvenient of cattle between the

Various pens
g. Fit and show market cattle
h. Apply medicants by using syringe
i. Apply medicants in feed Sand water

ea

Itit au Hu II

ail III 1 t I

ti IN 1 Me 111,

II Hei Me 1 I 1

_

Pil 117, III DIJ I

II a nei OK 1

HU 11 H41 H

,

11 184 N tt a

III lift Hi/ I III

111 1111 1H1 I 1
1

15 Form adapted from Gobbo, "Competencies Needed for Employment in Beef Production Enterprises." p. 116
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, SAMPLE 18

P

0.

11,FoRM FOR Wk5
ED BY-RESPONDENTS

I.
).

O

cleaner
.

potting Operations

ro

r Tasks
.

Name or Code Number of Respondents

NOi ,Statenteq ' § §._ .§ ii §g§§Ei2Eg-s'n
teoarments with"spots andtepaet

N'itaine ., wit ko

Apply reagents to spots and stains.
before, garments -are cleaned : '

')s

1" _ -

- ati..
-Sprinkle 6emibal solvents over
isfains and pat area with brush or
spdnge until stain is removed 0

.

-

4 Spray steain, Water, or air over
spot to fluSh,out cherrficals and __
dry germents _ :.

....

,,, r ,

.

-,_

5 Appii-chetnicals to neutralize . lk:
effect of solvents i , 'V° 10f lot ..

I f
.

. . .

.
.

4

-

. ..
%

.
4) .

A

/

0

60
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SAMPLE 19

r .

IQN SUMMARY FORM,
---

JOB TITLE: SALES MANAGER 16
JOB NUMBER: 35

SPECIFIC JOB DUTIES

'Ititerillawees* indicated that the following tasks were performed (1) regularly, (2) occasionally, ar
t13121644"

1't
E

C
°a)

/--N

E 2
of

8
L

CRITICA1ASKS

E S E E

1 1 1 1 1 1. Solicits income-producing business of all types for the hdtel or motet
1 2 1 1 1 2. Directs proMotional cOrrespondence_with travel bureaus,. organizations, etc.

1 1 1 1 3, Obtains information on contemplated conventions;Social furictions, etc.
1- 1 1 1 1 4. Confactsconvention- sponsors for their patronage
1 2 1 1 5. .Attends meetings of such groups as Rcitary Club and Chamber of Commerce for

developing prp_motiorial plans for attracting more. pe9pleinto:the city or area
.1 1 1 I 1 6. COntacts executives of-national or state-wide business enterprises to

obtain their business'
1 3 1 1 1 74,Contacts local groups to promile facilities for local dances, banquets or

luncheons
1 1 1 1 1 9. Furnishes newspapers with interesting stories or events about the hotel

to obtain free publicity
1 1 1 1 1 10. Initiates and promotes eyents which contribUte to the popularity and ",

income of the tiotel qr motel
1 1 1 2

(
11. Travels outside thetity to promote the hotel or motel.facilities and

seryi.

ASKS ADDED BY INTERVIEWEES:

1. Participates in professional associations to keep informed of Changes in the industry, new
.

techniques and approaches
Establishes sales policies and proredures with the general manager

a; ,Trains new personnel in his/her department
-4.-Advises the manager pertaining to salel

Helps form plans to promote the hotel's facilities
6. Participates actively in local civic and social clubs and groups`.

.yot

' `"S" indicates the Is plervisor of the employee whose job was selected for study; "E" indicates
the employee in the jab selecteil for study.

16 Adapted from Lucy C Crawford, A Competency Pattern Approach To Curriculum Construction in Distributive Teacher Education (Blacksburg, VA
Department of Education, dollege of Arts and Sciences, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1967), p 1001
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SAMPLE 20

. .

itsm4
tA,;.,,,,, s .. c, .

'. . .

4 task '-Statements 2

'...,,,,,,,,,, -,...:,,... tv,, ......-., - , .

.

. .
Num beil*- .

: ,PerfOrVng .

N=30

,

. . --:..4*,..,,
.Porcentage

___ POtomilnq

---1- ,,...T....ii.--- - .----,-,,,,,,,,,,,.-.:, ilt: "'at4":-,,,-: :-.14-` . , ,,
.

---....-Ltwr :- .-,..:4,,....,.., - , .
30,

..--,- .

,

:,.iim' ,,.e. ,,,,:z.,,,,,,,,-;<:-.:-.,'A-- 4,,

.... :.

..3,,

, tiielo.insemiiiate ';.,-(-
.

.

.

22 . - '--- .-70'..3%'-''''''''''

,-,,,,,,,,,:4.,44,,-5.. la.....,-,,,,,,,r,..,.. . .

7,,'''''$"'`"'"%"' 4. '',?,->q-cf',V2' , ,. . .

jsymptorris of reprluctive diseases
.

10 ,

,

.:4--, v. ; , -. -332 . -

, , -..:.--t...-....A ,,,,..4,-...-',--.4,'..- A.,- ..- - 4,-,-.;-, -- , '
bieedIngeoords 8

' . 0. ,,.$,,,, .

.28./c--.
....,,-,i: ,

,.,,,,,,,",,,v...*:-... . 4
:- 25 '- .' 80.3 .

,-4,'' ;`-',;',11.,:', , ,1 , .. - ,

.i6s-')-01:tiritt breeding chute
,,,,

. 28 ..

.

vl
90
-,

"a I

z ),..
ifem-2,- - Impbrtaoce .j.

,7,:''.---;''''''' TT- .-

-::8tatement
-,-.;',.-,,,-,. No.
. .. .

'
Of Extreme
mportance

(4) (

Of-Consider-
,ableimpor-

.- _ tance

: '' (3)

of Some
4 Impor-.

tance
, .

. (2)

,,. ....c.
. .

Of Umiteb
.

Imprtanbce.

, (1)

-
Of t%

Imp
tance

1C

(0)

A
, V

E
R
A
G
E% No. % No. % No. % No. %

..--'- 4 '''' 13 . 1 7 ' 8 53 0 0 4 27s 1.8

1 0
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SAMPLE 21

LYS'S

ptityisparforining Stenographic Activities

Tasks

1. -Compose corre-
spondence

2. Edii letters dictated
by employer

'3. Operate dictaphone ,

4. Dperite dictating
bactline

5. Operate shorthand

,6. Transcribe (type) from
dictaphone

t. Type,minutei or worts
of meetings

0

m

Number
Performing

-115

15

-8
25

L?5

7
25

ek

Frequency of PerfOinienee-- Average
not at seldotri quite often _.4ery Frequency
all(1) -(2) often (3) (4) often (5) Performance

-10 5 2.38
.

3

10

4,

12

, 1

3

2.75
2.72

8 7 3.08

5 . 7 15 3.37

, 10 12 3 2.72

'10 20 3.06
r

.4

60

1
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MPLE 22

r

cs'

,

:FORM' :-.

1. .,. r ,- .

..---
.

KSPERFPRM8D BY ALTERATION SPECIWL1SfB ARRANGED IN CLUSTERS17

Task Clusters

(arranged in descending birderder
,ornean frequency scores)

Ariafrietioiyof pitting Probleme

A410e tiling problems of customer
anent orr,customer, examining:

;LtiCatian andelope of shoulder line
tgarmenon customer, examining:

Aocation of-grain lines
:.-it'g'arment 'on dietotmer,'examiningi

Design of garments- e
Maintain grain line in fitting
-Fit garment on 'customer, examining:

Position of darts intbodice and at elbow
Offer euggettions, when requested, for

aseirable alterations
Fit garment on customer, examining: -

position if waistline
Fit garment on customer, examining:

Length of bodice and sleeve
Fit garment on customer, examining:

,Ease at bust -

Fit garment on customer, examining:
`'Measurement of waistline

Merl( or pin garment indicating desired
alterations

Alkerations 'Offered

After SlromIder length or slope
; Alter length of coat, skit slacks k.

'.-=,Aftermaist measurement
Sew rips and sums,
Rip stitching without injuring fabric
Alter length of sleeves in coat, suit, dress
Change style of suit
Performance of various hem types
TaperShirts
Cuff trousers, .

o O

*

A

\,...Petfolinancei-Rato of Tasks*

A

'B
8

B-

B

B

C

C

C

A
A
A
A
A

B

B

A

f

A

M A indicates a task which is performed several times a week; B a task which is litrfoild several times a month; C a task which is

perfolened several times a year; D a task which is performed less than once a year; anda task which is never done.

%

J

C.

17. Identification of Tasks in Vome Economics Related Occupations Clothing, Apparel, and Textile Services (Des Moines, IA Department of Public

Instruction, 1974), p '26 .
6f4



SAMPLE 23-

, MMARYF0-1W,,-

MEAN FREQUENCY FOR FABRIC SPECIALIST18

'NK" ITEM
NUMBER,-

TASK MEAN
FREQUENCY

1

2'
2

_ _1_

Select appropriate notions acccrrding-49,fabtio-conterit
Aid customer in selectiori of fabric content for and use

3.94
3.93

3 '35 Give customer information about care procedures for
_:.fabrics

4 Aid customer in selection of interfacings 'fur-each'
fabric content 3.87

5 34 Aid customer in selecting a fabric suitable for a
particular pattern 3.74

6' 33 Aid customer in selecting a pattern appropriate for a
particular fabric . 3.64

7 47 Do housekeeping dutiqs, i.e., dust, sweep 3.51
8 3 Aid customer in pattern selection for her figure . 3.49
9 32 Restock shelves 3.48

10 27 Do rblitine office work: answer telephone, take,
messages,-file 3.40

11 31 Do routine cleaning of tables and shelves 3.38
12 363 Lay patterns on'fabrics to see if pattern will fit

a specified amount of fabric :- 3.36
13/ '22 Order patterns 3.34
14 11 Stqck shelves with potions 3.31
15 26 Handle ctisksmer complaints 3.14

*Descending Order
AScale-0 to 4

' 18 Identification of TaSks in Home Economics Related Occupations Clothing., Apparel, and Textile Servfces, p784
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SAMPLE 24

ED SUMMARY FORM
ITY LI§T1NG19

tomotive Mechanics
Occupations A

..

-.Iv

.

.

(1) ,

.
.

0

0,.

0-

(3)

.

Z C

(4)
.......,

. .

.-r.'5

(5)
. .

.

_.

(3)

.
(7)

-

.

.

(a).
.

(3)'

.

.

(10)

..

.

'G`: aintaining a airing
Ov.4rtrains
,:Adjust external shift , .

{x,. linkage or( manual
transmissions
AdlUst, mechanical

`'`°' type clutch
-Analyze and repair

ctrical control
uit and components

-for overdrive units ,
Balance drive shaft

:Ainie.ar)
::iiiipect shifting
: Inspect drive shaft

.
, J

, _.

.

.

, ,

,
.

?

.

/40,

.

,...

.

r)

.

---/

.

' .)..

'

. ..
.

.

.

4

19, Duly, tasks and occupations adapted from Borcher and Leiter. Automotive Mechanics Occupational Performance Survez,pi 44

66
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4

Prepare a task inventory summary report using the data you collected in
Learning ExperienceiV. if you did not collect data for verifying the task
statements in an occupational analysis in Learning Experience IV, you will
need to ask your resource person for sample inventory data that you can
ute for this purpose. You may wish to work with a peer who has collected
such data and is also ready to prepare a summary.

t

I

After you have prepared a task inventory sumpary report, use the Task
Inventory DataAnalysis Checklist, p.65, to evaluate your Work.--
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TASK INVENTORY DATA ANALYSIS CHECKLIST
. .

7-

Directions: Place an X'in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or.fully accomplished. If, becaUse of special .cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable';or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

)LEVE. OF PERFORMANCE

...

_I _

, ,.

.., ,

1. Data from usable forms were tabulated using appropriate proce-
dures , 0 CI El CI 0

4
2. Tabulated data were pregented in formsto make them easily inter-

preted (e.g., percentages, measures of central tendency, and mea-
stires.of variability , CI 111

. ,

3. Realistic criteria were established and utilize:nor selecting state-
ments to be included in the final Summary , [1]. 111 EL .

,
4. A final summary report was prepared in which the following topics :7

, 6
4

were distussed: i
a. need 4Or_vocational education programs related to this occupa-

tion .in terms of the employment outlook and of the need for El :"'

prepared individvals to enter the occupation

b. occupation description El- E.EI -El ? .,

summary of task and d uty statements along with relevant findings Ell
d. procedures used in developing the inventory, including the

guidelines followed in making pertinent decisions as to which Elt statements were included

I 0

LEVEL OF PEROIAMAtleE: All items must receifeFULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a-NO, or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Analyzing and Repofrting Task Inventory,
Data, pp. -63, revise your'datasummaey accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary- .

tt .e
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Activity

Learning Expeiience V

FINAL EXPERIENCE

While workiog in an actual school situation,* conduct an occupational
analysis.

/\,

At a time when your program planning, development, and/or evaluation
calls for the identification of the skills needed for success in an occupa-
lion(s), conduct an occupational analysis. This will include

defining the scope of your analysis by preparing an occupational
description
preparing an initial listing of duty and task statements for the occupa-
tion
verifying.the initial listing of Fluty and task statements
analyzing and -reporting the task inventory data

,`
NOTE: As you complete each of the above activities, document your.
actions (in writing, on tape( through a log) for assessment purposes.

Arrange in advance to have your resource person re,view your dopumenta-
tiat-and observe at least one instance in which you are verifying the duty
and task statements.

Your total competencywill be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 69-71.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument, your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in conducting
an occupational analysis.

9-

For a definition of "actual school situation.' see the'inside back cover

1
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4

TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Conduct an Occupational Analysis (A-7)

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading..
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

In defining the scope of the analysis, the teacher:
1. considered community, student, and resource factors in

selgting an occupational 'cluster

2. prepared a complete occupational description for each
occupation involved

3. consulted standard authoritative sources of data in de-
veloping the occupational, descriptions .....

In developing the initial listinpf duty and task statements,
the teacher:
4. consulted several appropriate sources of information .

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

k0 0
k

-so

C.;°
44

n
5. included enough task statements to adequately describe

the Occupation El El El E
El El- 10'. 6. included both supervisory and work experience activities

in the duty statements

Task statements in the initial inventory:
.7. differentiated between workers at 'different occupations

and levels ....... .... .......
8. were stated briefly and clearly

9: used the terminology of the, occupation . .

10. were ratable in terms of time spent' and other factors .

.11. did not include non-task items

12. were written in accepted format

The initial task statement-listing: 41b

13. was reviewed by workers and/or supervisors of workers
from the occupational area 11 tifEl

14 was revised following the review, if necessary El El ff

69-
72 4
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The revised version of the initial listing:,
15. was reviewed by workers from the occupation to indicate

their comprehension of each statement and their under- DEE Q1=1standing of the directions

16. allowed for appropriate information on the workers'
backgrounds and personal records to be recorded ....

Participants in the verification process were selected in
relation to:
17. their knowledge and experience in the sccupational Ej

area.

18. their representation of the 'appropriate occupational fi
groups .

19. available resources for the project -111. 1;1. 111- '0 P
In'verifying the statements, the teacher: Ili% riLE c]20. developed detailed procedures, to be used

,

21. gave interviewers special training if an Aaservatio,n or h: cc-interview procedure was selected

22. prepared sufficient numberof copies of the final inven-
111 -EJtory for participants acid follow-up

23. gave potential, participantp. adequate information on the Li 1-1 Li
purposes and'itequir.ements of the verificatiop process,

24. prepared forms to be used to gather data 'during the n_ itobservation or interview LJ
In analyzing the data, the teacher:

.111 D25. tabulated data using appropriate procedures

26. prepared data in a manner designed to make them easy
to interpret

27. used realistic Criteria for selecting task statements to be
included in the final listing

70



.
A final analysis report was prepared, including the following
sections:
28. need for the vocational education program of concern El N El. El N
29. occupation description(s) . .

0El.)
30. inventory of analysis components El
3i. related data and findings . ,

,
rq

32. procedures and criteria used in developing the inventory ED C]:;-cl

V
4,

0
0 b

_It , 0 0 -0 0 cp4, 40 00 4
4.,

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or ,EXCELLENT respon'ses. lf,any item

receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak

area(s).

74
71
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S .PBT
- MODULES

Organization .1-
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions. Completing these experi-
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final learning experience. The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill iii an actual school situation when you are an intern,ra student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess. Similarly,,you need not complete any ex-
perience within a module if you .already have t skill

learnin ex-
pe
needed-to-complete it. Therefore, before tak ng any
module, you shou Id carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with thp information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing, decisions: _

that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that wu are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectiVes leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thuf can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)

., that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If

you do not complete the final experience successfully.
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to

I repeat he final experierrce.
Option for recyclin6 are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency. Thts ,could involve (1) Completing
parts of the module previously skipped, (2) .repeating
activities, (3) reading supplerrientary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person; (4) designing you'r own learning experience, or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person,

'7C

Terminology /
Actual School Situation . refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school. An intern, a student teacher, or ran in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation. If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the Module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience You
would then do the final learningexpenence later; i e ,
when you have access to an actual school situation

-/Alternate Actiyity or Feedback ... refers' to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete.
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the .

etservice area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to -an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence
Resource Person refers to the person in charge of,
your educational program, the professor, instruct
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating isupervising010
classroom teacher who is guiding you in taking this
module.
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and'
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution
Vocational Service Area . refers to amajor vocational
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cationcation a
You or the Teacher refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module.

ti-

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment

N/A . . The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None .. No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevant
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limIted ability to perform it
Fair The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner. -

Excellent . The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very 'effective manner. . .

MO.
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Titles of The Center's
Performante-Based Teacher Education.Modules-/

Category A: Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation

A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey
Conduct a Oommunity Survey
Report the Findings of a Community Survey
Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
Maintain an Octupational Advisory Committee
Develop Program Goals and Objectives
Conduct an Occupational Analysis ,

Develop a Course of Study
Develop Long-Range Program Plans
Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
Evaluate Your Vocational Program

A-2
A-3
A-4

,A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11

Category B: Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
0-2 Develop Student Performance Objective*
B-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction
8-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Select Student Instructional Materials

r 1 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

atigOry C: Instructional Execution
Direct Field Trips

C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and
Symposiums

C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question Box
Techniques

C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-6 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
C-9_ Employ the Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques
C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
C-15 'Present an Illustrated Talk
C-18 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17"Demortatcate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach.
C-20 Use Subjecf Matter Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Information with Models. Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards . s
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Pfesent Information with Filmstrips and Slides .
C-25 Present Information with Films o

C-26
C-27
C-28
C.-29

'Present Information with Audio Recordings'
Present Information with Televised and Videotapeg Materials
Employ Programmed Instruction-
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chyt -_-

'Category 0: InstructionalEvalustion
D-1 EstabliSh Student Performance Criteria
6-2 Assess Student Petiormance: Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
D-4 Assess Student Performance Skills
D-5 Determine Student Grades.
D-6 Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: Instructional Management
E-1 Project Instructional Resource
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-3 Arraqge for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

1

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E -9 Manage the VoCationa4 Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1 Gather Studentelata Using Fohnal Data-C011ection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employlont or Further Education

Category 0: School-Community Relations '
G-1 Develop a School-Comm unity'Relation s'Pl an for You rYoc ational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G- 3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange f elevision and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community e

G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

categorclq: "Went Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concyarrtg Student Vocational

Organizations -
H -2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activitierof the Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocatioqat Organization Contests

Category I: Profesilonal Role hid Development
I-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession *
1-3 Develop an ive Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the Sch 1-and Community
1-5 ' Obtain a Suitab Teaching Position- 1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers
1-7 Plan the Studentipmching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teadhers

Category J: Coordination.of Cooperative Education
J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative {Vocational 'Prograin

i J-2 Manage the Attendance, Tainsters, and T mations of Cb-Op
Students . 4

J-3, Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program; i
J-4 PSecure Training Stations for Your Co,4DP'
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the TrainingAbil of;On-t
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job 1
J-8 EvaluateCo-Op Students.;
J-9 Prepare for Students' Retate(tinstr
J-10 Supervise an EmploVef-Employee App radon Event

RELATED' PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials '
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Materials .

Guide to the Implemeniltion of Performance -Band Teacher Edigation

Forhdordiation regarding ;inability and prices of thes materials contact,

AAVIM
le American Association for Vocational Instruction I Materials

.120 Engineering Ginter Athens, Georla 30602 (404) 512-2586


